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Abstract 
In this work an efficient motion adaptive deinterlacing method with considerable 
improvement in picture quality is proposed. A temporal deinterlacing method has a high 
performance in static images while a spatial method has a better performance in dynamic 
parts. In the proposed deinterlacing method, a motion adaptive interpolator combines the 
results of a spatial method and a temporal method based on motion activity level of video 
sequence. 
A high performance and low complexity algorithm for motion detection is introduced. 
This algorithm uses five consecutive interlaced video fields for motion detection. It is 
able to capture a wide range of motions from slow to fast. The algorithm benefits from a 
hierarchal structure. It starts with detecting motion in large partitions of a given field. 
Depending on the detected motion activity level for that partition, the motion detection 
algorithm might recursively be applied to sub-blocks of the original partition. Two 
different low pass filters are used during the motion detection to increase the algorithm 
accuracy. The result of motion detection is then used in the proposed motion adaptive 
interpolator. 
The performance of the proposed deinterlacing algorithm is compared to previous 
methods in the literature. Experimenting with several standard video sequences, the 
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High definition TV has attracted considerable attention in recent years. It provides 
stunning picture quality and details with vivid colors. It is going to serve as an ultimate 
replacement for current analog TV system. 
Canada and U.S. have adopted the Advanced Television Systems Committee standard 
1 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
(A/53) as their future TV standard [1-2]. The standard offers a fully digital system with 
options for both narrow-screen and wide-screen as well as "low quality" and "high 
quality" formats [3]. However it seems that progressive high quality format is going to be 
the most preferred format for the future. Since, it expands some potential for interactivity 
with computer and data services besides improving picture quality. 
Old analog television systems use interlaced video format in their standards as a 
compression format. Interlacing benefits from the fact that human visual system is less 
sensitive to flickering details than to large-area flicker [4-5]. However, with recent 
advances in video compression and telecommunication interlaced video format is not the 
preferred format anymore. Accordingly providing efficient high quality deinterlacing 
methods for converting interlaced video to progressive format is becoming more 
challenging. 
Over the last few decades many deinterlacing methods have been proposed. These 
algorithms could be categorized into three main categories: spatial methods, temporal 
methods and hybrid methods. 
Spatial methods interpolate the missing lines of a field using the data exclusively from 
that same field. They employ different types of spatial interpolations ranging from simple 
line repetition to edge dependent interpolation methods [5]. Spatial methods are 
independent of motion activity in the video sequence. These methods ignore the high 
level of correlation that typically exists between successive video fields; as a result their 
performance is not optimal. Spatial methods are also known as intrafield methods. 
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Temporal methods such as field insertion interpolate the missing lines of a field by using 
temporal data from previous and/or subsequent fields [6]. As a result of high temporal 
correlation that typically exists between successive fields of a video sequence, the 
performance of a temporal method improves in static regions. However the improvement 
happens in static regions only and overall results are vulnerable to motion. Being 
vulnerable to motion and ignoring spatial correlation are two drawbacks of temporal 
methods resulting in suboptimal performance. 
The idea of hybrid deinterlacing methods is to exploit both spatial and temporal 
correlations data for deinterlacing. By using temporal as well as spatial data for 
deinterlacing the performance of a deinterlacing method may improve substantially. 
A wide range of hybrid methods are available in literature. The most advanced hybrid 
deinterlacing methods are motion compensated and motion adaptive methods [5]. 
In a motion compensated method the motion data is virtually removed from the video 
signal prior to interpolation. Once the motion is removed a temporal deinterlacing 
method will be applied for interpolation purpose. Motion data will be added to the video 
at a later stage [5],[7-10]. Motion compensated methods require the use of complicated 
motion estimation algorithms since their performance is highly dependent on successful 
motion removal. However it may still suffer from some common motion estimation 
obstacles such as object deformation, appearance and disappearance of objects, scene 
changes and sub-pixel motions [10-12]. In overall, a motion compensated deinterlacing 
method is perfect for high quality deinterlacing of videos taken from a panning camera 
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while the objects have translational motions but it does not work as good for all types of 
video. 
Motion adaptive methods are among the most popular deinterlacing methods. They adapt 
themselves to motion activity level of the video sequence. Depending on the detected 
level of motion activity they may use a simple temporal method in static parts of the 
video or a spatial method in highly dynamic parts or a combination of both [13-16]. This 
thesis focus on motion adaptive deinterlacing methods due to many potential advantages 
including: automatic handling of scene changes, automatic optimization for object 
deformation or appearing and disappearing of objects and most importantly high quality 
deinterlacing results. 
1.2 Objectives 
Main objective of this research has been proposition of a deinterlacing method which 
produces high quality progressive video. After extensive literature survey and 
implementation of several deinterlacing algorithms, motion adaptive deinterlacing has 
been selected as the most proper category. A high quality motion adaptive deinterlacing 
method is proposed. It includes a motion detection algorithm and an interpolation 
algorithm. Motion detection algorithm works on different color components separately. 
Motion detection results of the three color component are combined in a later stage to 
improve output uniformity. Proposed interpolation algorithm uses motion detection 
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results to interpolate missing lines. 
The main features which have been sought in the proposed algorithm are: 
1. Accurate detection of motion in video sequences 
2. Selection of a suitable temporal (interframe) method 
3. Selection of a suitable spatial (intraframe) method 
4. Appropriate combination of chosen interframe and intraframe deinterlacing 
methods 
5. Obtaining high quality deinterlaced video in the output 
1.3 Contributions 
This thesis proposes a motion adaptive deinterlacing method with an accurate motion 
detection algorithm. Being adaptive to motion, proposed interpolation algorithm 
adaptively changes its coefficients to obtain optimum interpolation results. 
This thesis includes three dominant contributions. The first one is the hierarchical motion 
detection algorithm. The second one is threshold optimization method. The third one is 
the corresponding motion adaptive interpolation algorithm which is used to estimate the 
missing lines of interlaced video signal. 
Motion activity level in video sequence is measured by the proposed hierarchical motion 
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detection algorithm. Motion detection algorithm uses five consecutive fields of interlaced 
video for motion detection. It is able to capture a wide range of motions from slow to 
fast. The hierarchical structure starts with detecting motion in large partitions of a given 
field. Depending on the detected motion activity level, the motion detection algorithm 
might recursively be applied to sub blocks of the original partition. 
Two low pass filters are used in the motion detection algorithm to increase the algorithm 
accuracy. Proposed motion detection algorithm has proven to obtain accurate results in 
experimental simulations. 
The same motion detection algorithm is applied to each color component of the video 
signal. Their results are compared in a later stage to guarantee the uniformity of the final 
results. 
Motion detection results are then used to calculate adaptation factor for interpolation step. 
The method we have proposed for calculation of adaptation factor uses a mean square 
optimization technique to adaptively optimize the threshold values used in calculation of 
adaptation factors. 
The proposed motion adaptive interpolation uses motion detection results for adaptive 
adjustment of its coefficients, where the ultimate goal is high quality deinterlacing 
results. Excellent experimental results are obtained for motion detection and deinterlacing 
performance. 
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1.4 Outline of the thesis 
The motivation for the proposed research, the overall objectives of designed algorithms 
and contributions were outlined in this chapter. 
A review of TV industry evolution and the principles of High Definition TV are 
addressed in Chapter 2. 
Mathematical definitions of video signals and different scanning formats are briefly 
reviewed in Chapter 2. The most popular categories of deinterlacing methods are 
surveyed in Chapter 4. Theoretical approach to motion detection and several well know 
motion adaptive methods are explained in Chapter 5. 
Proposed motion detection algorithm which is the first contribution of this thesis is 
explained in Chapter 6, this Chapter concludes with presenting motion detection 
simulation results. Chapter 7 explains the proposed threshold value optimization method 
followed by the proposed motion adaptive deinterlacing method. 
Chapter 8 starts with description of simulation setup and evaluation criteria used in this 
research. Chapter 8 continues with presenting the proposed algorithm simulation results, 
followed by comparison results. Chapter 9 concludes the thesis. 
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Chapter 2 
Digital High Definition TV 
Digital high definition television was introduced in 1998 in the US and is replacing 
analog television that was introduced in 1930's. It is considered as one of the most 
exciting industry innovation which is going to change the meaning of TV as an 
standalone device. 
High definition TV (HDTV) is also influencing the video communication applications 
Chapter 2 Digital High Definition TV 
including video phones and video conferencing on top of information infrastructure. 
This chapter presents an introduction to HDTV standard. History of TV industry since its 
early invention is reviewed briefly in section 2.1. Section 2.2 explains history of HDTV 
in North America and the formation of the Grand Alliance of HDTV. High Definition TV 
features are explained in section 2.3. Section 2.4 explains HDTV video formats. 
2.1 History of TV Industry 
The origins of the TV industry possibly will be traced back to the discovery of Selenium 
photoconductivity in 1873[18], and then by the invention of a scanning disk in 1884 by 
Paul Nipkow [17]. Nipkow's scanning disk became the main part of the first 
electromechanical television system in the world in 1884 [17-19]. 
The next progress in the field could be considered the invention of an image dissector 
camera tube in 1927 by Philo Farnsworth [18]. The invention of this camera tube was a 
step toward electronic systems. In 1929, Philo Farnsworth broadcasted a motion picture 
film on air by an electronic television system. By further improvement to his system, 
Philo Farnsworth demonstrated the first all-electronic television system in the world in 
1934. It was a live presentation of moving half-tone images publicized in Philadelphia 
Franklin institute [17-18]. 
Later in 1940, the first electronically scanned color TV was successfully developed, 
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where images from two picture tubes were combined into a single projection screen [18]. 
The first public demonstration of color TV was initiated by Colombia Broadcasting 
System (CBS) broadcasting Inc on January 12 1950. The demonstration was given in a 
public building in Washington, D.C., on eight 16-inch color television sets. The program 
was running for an hour each day between January 12l and January 30th of 1950. That 
successful demonstration created an enormous amount of potential customers for the 
industry and huge benefits for CBS broadcasting system [18]. 
CBS system was approved as the U.S. color broadcasting standard on October 11 1950. It 
was the first all-electronic color broadcasting standard in the world. However, the CBS 
system was not compatible with existing black and white television sets and the number 
of available color receivers was extremely limited. Therefore they had limited number of 
viewers as a result of limited number of receivers [18]. 
In 1953, U.S. National Television System Committee (NTSC) presented a new color 
system which was compatible with existing black and white TV sets. NTSC system was 
accepted by Federal Communication Commission (FCC) on December 17 1953. The 
amount of available color programming and the number of commercially available TV 
sets was also going up after 1953 [18]. 
In 1946, only 0.5% of American household had a TV set but the number increased to 
55.7% in 1954 and 90% by 1962. These days there are at least one TV set in each 
household. TV has been an exciting device for many people since its invention and the 
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industry has been growing a lot. The quality of the analog TV has improved greatly since 
its invention; however it is not acceptable to any further extent and the analog TV era is 
over [20]. 
Television technology has changed in the digital age. Digital TV is replacing the analog 
TV standard in all parts from end user TV sets to transmission lines and production 
studios. 
Industries and broadcasters all over the world have started planning for life after analog 
[20],[23]. The governments have started setting exact dates for discontinuing all analog 
TV facilities. In Germany, Berlin has shut off analog in 2003 and the rest of the Germany 
is scheduled to follow it by 2010. In the United States, the congress has set June 12 
2009 as the firm date for complete terrestrial analog TV shutoff [24]. In France, 2010 is 
set as end-of-analog date. Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications 
Commission has set Aug 31 2011 as analog TV shut off date [1]. Japan is following the 
suit by 2011. The United Kingdom is following the analog phase out by 2012 and the 
same trend is followed by the rest of the world. Digital TV will be the only option for TV 
viewers after these shut off dates [28]. 
Viewing high quality programs is the first benefit of digital HDTV. Another advantage of 
digital TV is its interoperability with PCs. In addition, digital TV will free up some 
frequency spectrum which was previously used by analog TV. This vacant spectrum band 
will open a great opportunity for new era in data and cellular phone services. 
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The history of HDTV in North America and the formation of the Grand Alliance of 
HDTV are explained in section 2.2. 
2.2 HDTV in North America 
High Definition TV research and development started in Japan in 1968. The Japanese 
HDTV system was an analog system called multiple sub-Nyquist sampling encoding 
system (MUSE) developed by Japan Broadcasting Corporation Nippon Hodo Kyokai 
(NHK). Their system was developed using digital signal compression, analog 
transmission and satellite delivery to consumers [20][23][50]. 
MUSE system was demonstrated in US early 1987 as the first working HDTV system in 
the world. The demonstration was successful and initiated US HDTV research and 
development. 
However, the MUSE system had some drawbacks. It had motion artifacts, was vulnerable 
to ghosting and required a large bandwidth. High bandwidth demand was an obstacle 
which makes it inappropriate for terrestrial broadcast television systems. 
In September 1987, federal communications committee formed an advisory committee on 
Advance Television Service to resolve these problems. The initial plan was to secure a 
set of terrestrial broadcast standard for Advanced TV [2]. 
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Advance television system developers were required to submit their proposals to 
Advisory Committee on Advanced Television Service (ACATS) for evaluation. FCC 
advisory committee was responsible to review different advanced television scenarios 
and proposals and advise the FCC on related issues. 
An Advanced Television Test Center (ATTC) was established in Alexandria, VA to test 
these proposals. ATTC was established by broadcasters and Electronic Industries 
Association (EIA). Cable-related testing facilities were supported by cable television 
industry. Test and evaluation of advanced television proposals started under the 
supervision of FCC advisory committee in 1989. 
Canadian governmental Communication Research Center established an Advanced 
Television Evaluation Laboratory (ATEL) in Ottawa. Subjective evaluations of picture 
quality and test of transmission impairment effect on picture quality were conducted in 
ATEL. 
Advisory committee on advance television service received 23 advance television 
proposals by 1989. However the field was overridden in 1990 by receiving the Chicago's 
General Instrument Corporation (GI) proposal which was the first all-digital HDTV 
system. 
Second all-digital proposal was submitted by Advanced Television Research Consortium 
(ATRC: teamwork of the National Broadcasting Co, New York City, N.Y., Philips 
Electronics North America Corp., New York City, N.Y., the David Sarnoff research 
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Center, Princeton, N.J., Thomson Consumer Electronics Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.) 
Zenith and AT&T teamed up with each other to propose the third one. MIT proposed 
another all digital system in 1991 [30-32]. 
All HDTV proposals were tested at the ATTC and ATEL during 1991 and 1992. 
However the main challenging proposals were the all-digital proposals. All-digital HDTV 
idea changed the HDTV standard trend toward an all-digital standard and FCC publicized 
its preference for digital HDTV rather than Enhanced Digital TV (EDTV). 
Accordingly, simulcast approach was chosen by FCC for the transition time during which 
both HDTV and NTSC exist. By simulcast approach, HDTV channel will transmit its 
signal separately so it does not depend on NTSC and does not need to be compatible with 
NTSC. HDTV and NTSC channels transmit their signals simultaneously for their 
compatible receivers. 
Meanwhile, four available all-digital proposals were effectively tested at the ATTC and 
ATEL during 1991 and 1992. After successfully passing the tests the advisory committee 
decided to chose an all digital system as next TV standard and these four competitors 
were advised to make further improvement and perform more comprehensive tests. 
These competitors were negotiating for a possible merge to improve their system. Their 
plan was to utilize the best features of each proposal into a unique solution which has 
"the best of the best" characteristics. In May 1993 AT&T, GI, MIT, Philips, Sarnoff, 
Thomson and Zenith announced the formation of digital HDTV Grand Alliance. 
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HDTV Grand Alliance prototype system was matured in 1994 and sent to ATTC and 
ATEL for further tests. 
The prototype system video encoder is constructed by AT&T and GI. Its video decoder is 
built by Philips. Transport system is the result of Thomson and Sarnoff cooperation. The 
digital modulation system is developed by Zenith and AC-3 digital sound system is 
provided by Dolby Laboratories Inc of San Francisco. System integration was done in 
Sarnoff. 
The Grand Alliance has considered several layers of interoperability for the HDTV 
standard including layered digital system architecture for compatibility with OSI (Open 
System Interconnection) data communication standard. The final proposal of the Digital 
HDTV Grand Alliance has been approved by Advisory Committee on Advanced 
Television Service and recommended to FCC in November of 1995. HDTV features are 
explained in section 1.3. 
2.3 HDTV Features 
HDTV offers outstanding image quality using MPEG2 video standard [52] and 
wonderful sound feature using Dolby AC-3 digital audio standard [53]. HDTV has 
improved TV viewing experience by benefiting from the most recent advances in digital 
signal processing, digital compression, telecommunications, consumer electronics and 
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very large scale integration (VLSI). 
It delivers higher resolution and digitally clean video with less image artifacts. It does not 
have the flicker and snow noise, ghost and chrominance artifacts and color shade errors 
which are common artifact in analog TV standards such as NTSC (National Television 
System Committee), PAL (Phase Alteration Line) or SeCAM (Sequentiel Couleur Avec 
Memoire). 
Pictures are presented in a panoramic horizontal to vertical aspect ratio of 16:9 which is a 
big improvement on the 3:4 aspect ratios of analog TV standards. Motion scenes are 
smooth for sport fans and computer graphics specialists and details are fine enough even 
on very large TV screens. 
2=4 HDTV Formats 
Advisory Committee on Advanced Television Service has derived HDTV standard 
specifications from the Digital HDTV Grand Alliance proposal. These specifications, 
which have been used by the Alliance for constructing their prototype system, include 
five subsystems: scanning format and image aspect ratio, video compression, audio 
compression, transport protocol and transmission protocol [3], [32]. 
Scanning format subsystem: The standard is mainly focused on progressive scanning 
format but it also support interlace format for the highest resolution case as its 
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progressive implementation may not be practical at the time. Panoramic aspect ratio of 
9:16 has been adopted for all scanning formats. The scanning specifications supported by 
the standard are shown in Table 2-1. 

























Video compression subsystem: MPEG-2 parameters including "B-frames" have been 
adopted for video compression sub-system [52]. 
Audio compression subsystem: Standard 5.1 channel Dolby Surround Adaptive 
Transform Coder 3 (AC-3) Digital technique has been employed for audio compression 
subsystem [53]. 
Transport protocol subsystem: Packet data transport protocol with MPEG-2 transport 
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layer features has been adopted for data transport protocol. 
Transmission subsystem: 8-level Vestigial Sideband Modulation (8-VSB) has been 
adopted for terrestrial broadcasting. 16-level Vestigial Sideband Modulation (16-VSB) 
and Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) are chosen for digital cable TV 
transmission [54]. 
Although progressive format has been chosen by the Advisory Committee in most HDTV 
scanning formats but interlace scanning format is still remaining an important video 
compression technique. There is no evidence in Advisory Committee reports that either 
of the scanning formats may be dropped in early future. Therefore the problem of 
converting interlaced and progressive video formats to each other using efficient 
techniques remains an ongoing practice. 
Mathematical representation of video sequences and definition of interlacing and 
deinterlacing are explained in Chapter 3. Theoretical complications of converting 
progressive video format to Interlaced video interlaced video format to progressive video 
are also explained in Chapter 3. 
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Video Scanning Formats 
There are two types of video scanning formats, interlaced and progressive. Interlaced 
scanning format is used by most of the analog TV standards for video transmission and 
display. Progressive scanning format is used in PC monitors and HDTV. 
This chapter briefly reviews the mathematical basis of video format conversion. For the 
purpose of this review, the mathematical representation of a video sequence is explained 
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in section 3.1. Mathematical explanations of interlaced and progressive scanning formats 
are defined in section 3.2. The theoretical problem of interlaced to progressive and 
progressive to interlaced conversion is explained in section 3.3. 
3.1 Digital Video Sequence 
A video sequence is a series of pictures of the same size demonstrated at rigid time 
intervals. Each picture in a video sequence is called a video frame. 
A video frame could be represented by a two dimensional matrix where each element of 
the matrix, represents the intensity value of the corresponding pixel. Consequently a 
video sequence could be represented by a three dimensional matrix in the horizontal, 
vertical and temporal dimensions. Intensity value of a pixel, at horizontal positions, 
vertical position y and time n , could be represented by F(x,y, n) in this three 
dimensional matrix. A sample video sequence is shown in Figure 3-1, where y 
component corresponds to the line number in a single frame, y starts from 0 all 
throughout this thesis. 
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Figure 3-1 A sequence of video frames. 
3.2 interlaced and Progressive Scanning Formats 
A video scan format refers to the method which is used for scanning the pixels of that 
video for demonstrations. There are two common scanning formats which are called 
progressive scanning format and interlaced scanning format. 
In progressive scanning format, all lines of video frame are scanned in each frame. 
Therefore, in a progressively scanned video F(x, y, n) is defined for all integer values of 
x, y, n within valid width, height and duration of video sequence. Two consecutive video 
frame of a progressive video are shown in Figure 3-2 (a). 
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(a) Progressive sequence (b) Interlaced sequence 
Figure 3-2 Different scanning formats for a video sequence, (a) In a progressive sequence both even 
and odd lines are scanned in each frame, (b) In an interlaced sequence either even or odd lines are 
scanned in each field. 
In interlaced scanning format, only even or odd lines of the corresponding video frame 
are scanned each time and each of them is called an interlaced video field. Accordingly, 
the term, field is used to represent an instance of an interlaced video field at a time, while 
the term frame describes each instance of a progressively scanned video at a time. Figure 
3-2 (b) shows two consecutive fields of an interlaced video sequence. As a standard 
convention, the fields with existing even lines are called even fields and the fields with 
existing odd lines are called odd fields. 
Considering Fp(x,y, n) as an original progressive video format, interlaced video 
sequence generated form Fp(x,y, ri) could be represented by Fj(x,y, n) in Equation 
(3.1). 
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F( >. = (
Fp(x>y>n) where mod(n, 2) = mod(y, 2) (3.1) 
1 ' ' [0 otherwise 
mod operator, in Equation (3.1), is the modulus operator. Modulus operator is defined in 
Equation (3.2). 
,f 0N (0 n even (3.2) 
1̂ n odd 
The null symbol, 0, in Equation (3.1) represents missing pixels in interlaced scanned 
video. Fi(x,y,ri) represents the intensity value of a pixel in interlaced video sequence; in 
spatial location (x,y) and temporal location n. While Fp(x,y,ri) represents the intensity 
value of a pixel in the same location in the progressive video sequence [5]. 
3.3 Video Interlacing 
Converting a progressive video sequence to an interlaced video sequence is called 
interlacing. Interlacing is removing either even or odd lines from the corresponding 
progressive video frame; shown by Equation (3.1). Hence interlacing is a vertical down-
sampling which reduces signal bandwidth by half. 
Figure 3-3 shows the spectrum of a progressive and an interlaced video sequence; the 
interlaced video is generated from the same progressive video. As shown in this figure, 
the down-sampling process in interlacing method does not maintain Nyquist sampling 
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rate and causes aliasing effect. Nevertheless, interlacing is used as a major compression 
technique in analog TV standards benefiting from the fact that "The human visual system 
is less sensitive to flickering details than to large-area flicker." [4] 
fy (c« t t, (C*h) t 
ft (Hz) 
/ > 
_[ ' ^;t/ * 
ft (Hz) 
(a) Progressive video (b) Interlaced video spectrum 
Figure 3-3 vertical Temporal spectrum of video sequences, (a) Vertical-temporal spectrum of a 
typical progressive video sequence, (b) Vertical-temporal spectrum of interlaced video generated 
from the same progressive video sequence [5]. 
3.4 Video Deinterlacing 
Deinterlacing a video sequence is the process of converting an interlaced video to a 
progressive video. Therefore, deinterlacing converts each interlaced video field to a 
progressive frame. Ideally this should be done by a vertical upsampling which doubles 
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the vertical sampling rates. 
However Figure 3-3 shows that the original down-sampling does not fulfill the demands 
of the sampling theorem and includes aliasing. As a result of existing aliasing effect, 
perfect deinterlacing is not theoretically possible and deinterlacing methods are 
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Figure 3-4 Deinterlacing. 
Figure 3-4 shows the deinterlacing process. The output of a deinterlacing algorithm is 
shown by Fde{x, y, ri) in this thesis and can be defined by Equation (3.3) 
P , . f Fi(x,y,n) where mod(n, 2) = mod(y, 2) 
otherwise 
(3.3) 
Where Ft (x, y, ri) are the intensity values of the pixels in the input interlaced sequence 
and Pi (x, y, ri) are the estimations of missing values calculated by the deinterlacing 
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algorithm. 
As Equation (3.3) shows, existing lines in interlaced input fields are exactly delivered to 
output deinterlaced frames and missing lines are estimated using existing lines of 
interlaced input. The best deinterlacing algorithms are therefore, the algorithms with 
minimum estimation errors for a given situations. Chapter 4 introduces the most well-





Converting interlaced video format to progressive video format has got more attention in 
the past few years. Recent advances in electronics and computational power of the 
processors have helped to the development of accurate deinterlacing methods. 
A wide variety of deinterlacing methods is available in the literature featuring different 
applications. Although these methods are varying in complexity and performance, yet 
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they can be divided into two main categories, namely intra-frame and inter-frame 
methods. Intra-frame methods use only current field of video data to interpolate the 
missing lines. Whereas inter-frame methods use more than one field of video to 
interpolate the missing lines. 
Therefore, intra-frame methods are spatial methods in essence while inter-frame methods 
can be temporal or spatio-temporal. Spatio-temporal methods, furthermore called hybrid 
methods, make the most sophisticated and accurate deinterlacing methods by utilizing 
both temporal and spatial data for interpolating missing lines of interlaced video. 
This chapter explores a number of well-known deinterlacing methods and investigates 
their performance when applied to test video sequences. Section 4.1 looks at intra-frame 
methods. Section 4.2 investigates inter-frame methods. Motion adaptive methods 
explored in this section are investigated in more details in Chapter 5. 
Deinterlacing methods investigated in this chapter are not a complete investigation of all 
available methods. However, their implementation provides a fair comparison ground for 
evaluating the deinterlacing method proposed in this thesis. 
4.1 Intra-frame Methods 
Deinterlacing algorithms which use only current field of video for their interpolation are 
called intra-frame methods. Intra-frame deinterlacing methods are mathematically 
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defined by Equation (4.1) and a choice of a spatial domain filter. 
Fde(tn) = 
Fi(X,n) where mod(n, 2) = mod{y, 2) (4.1) 
y Ft {X — k, ri)h{k, n) otherwise 
v fc 
In Equation (4.1): 
X = (x, y) represents the location of a pixel in the field. 
K = (k-y, k2) is a spatial displacement vector. 
h{k,n) is the impulse response of the deinterlacing filter, sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 
provide two examples of such filters. Different choices of h{k,n) may change the 
deinterlacing algorithm performance and complexity. For an intra-frame deinterlacing 
h{k,n) is independent to n therefore it should be an all pass filter in time domain [5], 
[55]. 
As a result intra-frame methods do not need additional frame storage as they are 
inherently spatial methods. Since the memory required for storing extra frames was not 
cheap until recently, most primitive deinterlacing methods are intra-frame methods. Line 
repetition, linear averaging and parametric image modeling are few intra-frame methods, 
which are explained in sections 4.1.1, 4.1.2, and 4.1.3. 
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4.1.1 Line Repetition 
Line repetition is one of the first and simplest available deinterlacing algorithms, where 
the missing lines are generated by repeating the lines exactly below or above them in the 
following manner. In an even field, where odd lines are missing, each missing line is 
generated by copying the line exactly above it. In an odd field, where even lines are 
missing, each missing line is generated by copying the line exactly below it. 
In mathematical explanation using Equation (4.1), line repetition could be implemented 
by choosing a spatial deinterlacing filter whose impulse response is expressed in 
Equation (4.2.a) and frequency response is given by Equation (4.2.b). 
1 (mod(n, 2) = 0 & k2 = 1) (4.2.a) 
h(k, n) = { l (mod{n, 2) = 1 & k2 = - 1 ) 
0 otherwise 
«(fx.fy.ft) = \cOS7tfy\ (4.2.b) 
Therefore, line repetition algorithm could be represented by Equation (4.3) for an even 
field and Equation (4.4) for an odd field. 
F d e ( w ) = U(*,y-l,n) 
Ftix.y.n) mod(y,2) = 0 (4.3) 
otherwise 
(Fi(x,y,n) F*e(x,y,n) = {Fi(x>y+lin) t
.x,y,n) mod(y,2) = l (4.4) 
otherwise 
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Figure 4-1 shows a sample simulation results for line repletion algorithm. It shows an 
overall poor performance. The main problem with a line repetition is vertical detail 
distortion because of deinterlacing filter impulse response. This distortion may possibly 
be unnoticeable in some cases but cause annoying results in high quality videos. 
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(a) Original Progressive Frame 
(c) Deinterlaced Frame 
Figure 4-1 Simulation results using Line Repetition deinterlacing method, (a) original progressive 
frame, (b) Interlaced field, (c) Line repetition deinterlacing output. Original image resolution is 
240 x 352. 
, C J J | i 3147* 
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4.1.2 Linear interpolation deinterlacing 
Linear interpolation is a little more advanced inter-frame deinterlacing algorithm. In 
linear interpolation method, missing lines are estimated by finding the average value of 
the lines directly above and below them. 
In mathematical explanation using Equation (4.1), linear interpolation method could be 
implemented by choosing a spatial deinterlacing filter whose impulse response is 
expressed in Equation (4.5.a). The frequency response of this filter could be expressed by 
Equation (4.5.b) 
'1/2 (fc2 = 1) (4.5.a) 
h(k,n) = { i / 2 (k2 = - l ) 
0 otherwise 
H(fx, fy, ft) = (1 + cos 27r/y)/2 (4.5.b) 
Therefore, linear interpolation algorithm is expressed by Equations (4.6). 
( Fi(x,y,ri) wheremod(y,2) = mod(y,2) (4.6) 
Fde(x,y,n) = | ( F / ( j C f y + l n ) + pfay- l , n ) ) / 2 otherwise 
Figure 4-2 shows a sample simulation results for linear interpolation algorithm. It shows 
a poor performance however, its performance is slightly better than line repetition 
algorithm. These results are smoother than line repetition but shares aliasing and jitter 
effect with line repetition method. The problem is mainly cause by deinterlacing filter 
impulse response. 
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(a) Original Progressive Frame 
(b) Interlaced Field 
Vfc" 
(c) Deinterlaced Frame 
Figure 4-2 Simulation results using Linear Interpolation deinterlacing method, (a) original 
progressive frame, (b) Interlaced field, (c) Linear interpolation deinterlacing output. Original image 
resolution is 240 x 352. 
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4.1.3 Non-linear spatial interpolation 
More sophisticated intra-frame deinterlacing methods may utilize advanced spatial filters, 
to improve their performance. Modeling a small region of an image to find the maximum 
correlation and adapting the spatial filter coefficients to those results is one approach. 
Another approach might utilize a set of parameters and basis equations to model a small 
region of image seeking a contour of a particular shape in the image. Missing lines could 
be interpolated along that contour in search of minimum interpolation error. 
Although some of these advanced infra-frame methods may improve the performance, 
their quality could never be high enough as they are ignoring a great amount of 
correlation that typically exists in the video stream. 
Main advantage of intra-frame methods is their motion robustness. Intra-frame methods 
results are independent of both motion activities in the video data and video recording 
rate. This characteristic is the result of using a single field of video data for deinterlacing 
which makes them a proper choice for highly dynamic videos. 
Another important advantage of intraframe methods is their algorithm simplicity, they do 
not need any extra frame storage and normally they are linear spatial filters. However, 
despite these attractive advantages, their performance is not optimal and they could not 
reach to high quality deinterlaced videos. Inter-frame methods, explained at section 4.2, 
seek to improve their performance by using temporal data for deinterlacing. 
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4.2 Inter-frame deinterlacing methods 
Inter-frame deinterlacing methods employ more than one frame of video sequence for 
estimating the missing lines of interlaced video. By using the information from the 
previous and/or subsequent frames, an inter-frame method seeks useful correlation 
between adjacent frames to reduce estimation error. Considering one perfectly static 
scene in a video sequence, is an example of a case that interframe deinterlacing could 
obtain perfect estimation values by combining even and odd fields. 
Inter-frame deinterlacing methods are mathematically defined by Equation (4.7) and a 
choice of a temporal or tempo-spatial filter. 
{ Fi(X, n) where mod(n, 2) = mod(y, 2) (
4-7) 
V Ft (X ~ k, n + m)h(k, m) otherwise 
k,m 
In Equation (4.7): 
X = (x, y) represents the location of a pixel in the field. 
K = (/C-L, k2) is a spatial displacement vector. 
m is a temporal delay element representing the effect of previous and/or subsequent 
fields. 
h(k,Tn) is the impulse response of the deinterlacing filter. Different choices of h(k,m) 
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may change the deinterlacing algorithm performance and complexity sections 4.2.1, 
4.2.2, 4.2.3 provides sample choices of this filter [5], [55]. 
Inter-frame methods are using tempo-spatial filters to improve their performance. Field 
insertion 4.2.1 is the simplest inter-frame deinterlacing method, which could obtain 
perfect deinterlacing results in static scenes. Bilinear field interpolation and vertical 
temporal median filtering are two other interframe methods which are explained in 
sections 4.2.2 ,4.2.3. 
However the most advanced interframe deinterlacing methods are motion compensated 
deinterlacing methods, explained in section 4.2.4, and motion adaptive deinterlacing 
methods explained in section 4.2.5. Each of motion compensated deinterlacing and 
motion adaptive deinterlacing methods are a category of methods which are the main 
focus in advanced deinterlacing methods. 
4.2.1 Field Insertion 
Field insertion is the simplest inter-frame deinterlacing method. In field insertion method, 
the values of missing lines are generated by copying the lines from the same vertical 
position in the previous filed. Therefore, field insertion will provide perfect estimation in 
stationary scenes of a video sequence [6]. 
Accordingly, mathematically definition of the appropriate temporal filter needed for 
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implementation of field insertion method, that satisfies Equation (4.7), is represented by 
Equation (4.8); where (4.8.a) is the impulse response of the filter and (4.8.b) is its 
frequency response. 
h(k,n) = f1 (fel = kl = ° ' m = _ 1 ) (48 'a) 
^ ' ' lo otherwise 
H{fx,fy,ft) =|cos7T/t| (4.8.b) 
Therefore, field insertion method is represented by Equations (4.9). 
F<ie^y>n)-{Fi{x>y>n_1) 
Ft(x, y, n) where mod(y, 2) = mod(y, 2) (4.9) 
otherwise 
Field insertion method would obtain perfect deinterlacing results in static parts of a video 
sequence. Conversely, it may generate severe distortion in dynamic parts of a video 
sequence. Figure 4-3 shows field insertion results for a sample frame. It shows perfect 
deinterlaced background but blurred and jagged edges in moving parts. 
In high frame rates, where temporal correlation between adjacent fields may go high, 
field insertion may obtain satisfactory results with minor blurring effect. However, its 
results are not satisfactory for high quality videos. 
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(c) Deinterlaced Frame 
Figure 4-3 Simulation results using Field Insertion deinterlacing method, (a) original progressive 
frame, (b) Interlaced field, (c) Field insertion deinterlacing output. Original image resolution is 
240 X 352. 
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4.2.2 Bilinear Field Interpolation 
Bilinear field interpolation method utilizes two field of a video sequence for estimating 
the missing lines value. One of the two fields is the field exactly before the current field 
and the other one is the field exactly after the current field. The value of each missing 
pixel is generated by finding the average values of the pixels with same spatial position in 
previous and subsequent fields. 
Accordingly, mathematically definition of the appropriate temporal filter needed for 
implementation of bilinear field interpolation, that satisfies Equation (4.7), is represented 
by Equation (4.10); (4.10.a) shows the impulse response and (4.10.b) shows frequency 
response. 
(1/2 (fct = k2 = 0,m = - 1 ) (4.10.a) 
h(k, n ) = 1/2 (fcj = k2 = 0, m = 1) 
v 0 otherwise 
H(fx.fy,ft) = (1 + cos 2nft)/2 (4.10.b) 
Therefore, bilinear field interpolation method is represented by Equation (4.11). 
Fde(x,y,n) = • 
rFi(x,y,ri) where mod(y, 2) = mod(y, 2) (4.11) 
(Ft(x,y,n+ 1)+Fi(x,y,n- 1)) 
otherwise 
Bilinear field interpolation works similar to field insertion method and share same issues 
with field insertion. Its results are reasonable in static sections of video and unacceptable 
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in moving parts. 
Nevertheless, because of combining two fields in interpolation, bilinear field 
interpolation results may not be as perfect as field insertion results. However, it may 
reduce blurring effect, in dynamic parts, owing to its inherent temporal low pass filter. 
Figure 4-4 shows sample result of bilinear field interpolation method. It proves that 
blurring effect is serious in moving parts of video and the method is not suitable for high 
quality deinterlacing applications. 
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Figure 4-4 Simulation results using Bilinear Field Interpolation deinterlacing method, (a) original 
progressive frame, (b) Interlaced field, (c) Bilinear Field Interpolation deinterlacing output. Original 
image resolution is 240 x 352. 
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4.2.3 Vertical Temporal Median Filtering 
As shown in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, a merely temporal deinterlacing method may have 
advantages over purely spatial deinterlacing methods in special cases but neither of them 
could obtain satisfactory results. 
This effect is because of ignoring a great amount of correlation that typically exists in a 
video sequence, mutually in temporal and spatial domains. 
A more advanced category of inter-frame deinterlacing is the tempo-spatial category. A 
tempo-spatial inter-frame deinterlacing method tries to improve its performance over 
intra-frame methods by using temporal correlation available between adjacent frames, 
and over purely temporal deinterlacing methods by using spatial correlation available 
between adjacent pixels of the current frame. 
One of the simplest tempo-spatial interframe methods is Vertical-Temporal (VT) median 
filtering. It uses both temporal and spatial data to interpolate missing lines of video data. 
In vertical-temporal median filtering method, a median operation is used to interpolate 
the missing lines of interlaced video. 
Median operation is easy to implement and possess a good performance. Therefore, 
vertical-temporal median filtering has become a popular deinterlacing method. A number 
of vertical-temporal median methods are suggested in literature which have different tap 
number and different weigh factors. The simplest of which is 3-tap median filtering. 
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As vertical-temporal median filtering, is not a linear operation it could not be represented 
in the form of Equation (4.7). Mathematical representation of a 3-tap median filtering 
method is described by Equation (4.12). 
Fde(x,y,n) (4.12) 
_( Ft{x,y,n) where mod(y, 2) = mod(y, 2) 
- XmedianiFiix.y + l,n),Fi{x,y - l.rCj.F^x.y,^. - 1) ) otherwise 
Figure 4-5 shows sample result of vertical-temporal median filtering method using a 3-
tap median filter. Vertical-temporal median operation works on a pixel by pixel basis and 
acquires improved deinterlacing results. 
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Figure 4-5 Simulation results using Vertical Temporal Median Filtering deinterlacing method, (a) 
original progressive frame, (b) Interlaced field, (c) Vertical Temporal Median Filtering deinterlacing 
output. Original image resolution is 240 X 352. 
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4.2.4 Motion Compensated Deinterlacing 
Motion compensated deinterlacing is one of the most advanced deinterlacing methods. In 
motion compensation, motion data is virtually removed from the video data in order to 
take advantage from the usage of the group of temporal deinterlacing methods which 
perform very well on stationary data [5], [7-12], [55]. 
By removing motion data, a moving sequence will be virtually converted to a stationary 
sequence. Consequently, any deinterlacing method that performs better in static areas 
could benefit from motion compensation to achieve high performance deinterlacing 
results. Motion data will be subsequently added to the deinterlaced video. 
Motion compensation is done using motion estimation methods. There are a wide variety 
of available motion estimation methods such as the methods explained in [11], [69-70] 
and [76]. A success factor of a motion compensated deinterlacing is the use of an 
accurate motion compensation method which could remove the motion from the video 
sequence perfectly. However it is theoretically impossible to remove motion data 
completely as motion estimation methods are offering only an estimate of the real 
motion. Therefore, a good motion compensated deinterlacing method should be robust to 
motion estimation error. 
Block matching algorithms [11] are the most common motion estimation methods. In a 
block matching algorithm each image is segmented into a number of blocks with a 
specified size; 8x8 blocks are the most common ones. Then each block in the current 
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field is compared with the same- size blocks of a given search area in the previous and/or 
subsequent fields. A block in the search area, which most closely matches the original 
block, is consequently chosen as the matching block. Motion vector will be equal to the 
displacement vector between the original and matching blocks. 
Mean square error and mean absolute error are the typically used matching criterion. 
However different motion estimation algorithms may use different matching criteria, 
different search regions or different search methods. 
In any case, motion compensation methods always suffer from a degree of inaccuracy, 
which is inherent to motion estimation algorithms. For instance, if an object moves 
beyond the search region, motion estimation algorithm will be unable to find the real 
motion vector. Another instance could be while the object movements in the video 
include appearing and disappearing circumstances. In both these cases motion estimation 
algorithm finds the closest match but not the real one. Another instance, which is 
particularly important in deinterlacing, is while pixels show sub-pixel motions. In this 
instance, motion estimation results should point between the pixels or at the missing 
lines, which is not applicable to the case of interlaced video [55]. 
Consequently, motion compensation can be used to compensate translational moving of 
solid objects, which their shape is constant during their motion. Therefore motion 
compensated deinterlacing can be very effective in these cases, for instance a video 
obtained from a panning camera. 
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Some non-motion compensated deinterlacing methods which, may be converted to 
effective motion compensated deinterlacing methods are field insertion deinterlacing and 
bilinear field interpolation deinterlacing [5], [55]. Motion compensated field insertion 
deinterlacing and motion compensated bilinear field interpolation deinterlacing methods 
using block based motion estimation are implemented in this thesis for comparison 
purpose. Their simulation results are given in Chapter 8. 
4.2.5 Motion Adaptive Deinterlacing 
As shown in previous sections, an interlaced video sequence could be perfectly 
reconstructed using an interframe deinterlacing method in the absence of motion; while 
an intraframe method performs better in the presence of motion. Therefore if a video 
sequence could be divided to moving and static regions it may benefit from a intraframe 
method in moving parts and a interframe method in static parts. 
This idea is the basic concept behind motion adaptive deinterlacing. In a motion adaptive 
deinterlacing method a motion detector is used to detect motion in the video sequence. 
The video sequence is consequently divided to dynamic and static sections. Accordingly, 
an interframe method will be applied to static parts while an intraframe method 
reconstructs dynamic parts. These results will be added to each other using different 
combination methods which may decide on their combination factor based on the amount 
of motion or other combination criteria. 
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Groundwork literature survey indicated that motion adaptive deinterlacing have the best 
potential for a high quality deinterlacing method. Therefore they were studied more 
closely in this research. References [13-16], [55] and [67] propose a number of motion 
adaptive deinterlacing methods. We have also proposed a motion adaptive deinterlacing 
method in this thesis. As all motion adaptive methods use some motion detection 
algorithms, Chapter 5 examines a number of motion detection methods in detail. 
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Motion Detection Algorithms 
5.1 Introduction 
The main objective of a motion detection algorithm is to monitor the presence of motion 
in a sequence of images. 
A motion detection algorithm may only detect the presence or absence of motion in the 
video sequence; however some motion detection algorithm may measure the motion 
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activity level of video sequence as well. 
By detecting the presence of motion in a section of video sequence a motion detection 
algorithm can split a video sequence to moving and stationary regions. These results are 
used in motion adaptive deinterlacing approach to improve deinterlacing performance. 
References [76], [80], [83-84] provides a number of motion detection algorithms. 
Motion detection in progressive video sequence is briefly explained in section 5.2. 
Motion detection in interlaced video sequence and their special challenges are explained 
in section 5.3. 
5.2 Motion Detection in Progressive Video 
Detecting the presence of motion in a progressive video sequence is a straightforward 
process. Finding the absolute spatial difference between two consecutive frames of the 
sequence provides a primitive motion detection results which could be improved by 
proper pre/post processing. 
A noise removal filter is one proper choice for pre processing which can improve motion 
detection accuracy. Solid thresholding is a post processing option to improve the 
reliability of difference signal and therefore accuracy of motion detection. 
Figure 5-1 shows a simple motion detection results which is obtained by finding the 
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absolute difference between pixel values of two consecutive frames. Figure 5-1 (a) and 
Figure 5-1(b) are two consecutive frame of progressive video and Figure 5-1(c) is motion 
detection result. In interpretation of motion detection results, it should be considered that 
each dark pixel represent a static pixel while a bright pixel represent a dynamic pixel. 
Table Tennis standard video has been used for implementation of all addressed motion 
detection algorithms in this chapter because it is assumed to be an appropriate 
combination of both fast and slow moving objects. However several more 
implementation results are presented in Chapter 6 as an evaluation tool for proposed 
motion detection method. 
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(a) First Progressive Frame 
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Figure 5-1 Motion detection result for progressive video, (a) First progressive frame, (b) Second 
progressive frame, (c) Motion detection result. 
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5.3 Motion Detection in Interlaced Video 
Motion detection in interlaced video is much more complicated than motion detection in 
progressive video. The main source of complications emerges from the fact that the 
position of missing lines in two consecutive fields of interlaced video are different. 
Therefore their existing pixel's location is not the same. 
Consequently, finding spatial difference between two consecutive fields does not furnish 
any valuable information and some other tricks must be applied to detect motion in an 
interlaced video sequence. Sections 5.3.1, 5.3.2, 5.3.3, and 5.3.4 address some well-
known motion detection algorithms and discuss their positive and negative points based 
on their theoretical approach and implementation results. 
5.3.1 Two-Field Motion Detection 
In a two-field motion detection algorithm, the goal is to detect the motion using only two 
consecutive fields of an interlaced video sequence. Figure 5-2 shows two consecutive 
fields of interlaced video sequence rendering the relative position of their missing lines. 
Figure 5-3 represents an edge view the two consecutive fields of interlaced video plotted 
in Figure 5-2, to provide more clear view of the relative position of missing pixels in two 
consecutive fields with respect to each other. 
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Figure 5-2 Two consecutive fields of an interlaced video, n represents the current field and n-1 
represents its previous field. Each solid line represents an existing line while each dashed line 





Figure 5-3 Edge view of two consecutive interlaced video fields. The right column represents the 
current field which is an odd field; the left column represents the previous field which is an even field 
in Figure 5-2. In each column, a dark circle represents an existing pixel and a cross represents a 
missing pixel. 
As shown in Figure 5-3, an algorithm which seeks a pixel in the same spatial location as 
pixel A, in the current field, will find a missing pixel in the previous field, called B. 
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Therefore two field motion detection in interlaced video could not be a simple extension 
of the same approach in progressive video. 
However, emulating the motion detection approach in progressive video format, two-field 
motion detection algorithm, interpolates the missing lines of the interlaced video field in 
the first stage. Subsequent to interpolation, the concept of using spatial differentiation 
result for motion detection will be applied to the originally interlaced video fields. 
Any spatial or temporal deinterlacing method may be used in the first step of a two-field 
motion detection algorithm. In the second step, the absolute difference between two 
consecutive fields will be calculated and used as a measure of motion [5], [55], [67]. 
Figure 5-4 shows two consecutive fields of Table Tennis video followed by two-field 
motion detection results as suggested by Haan et al. [67]. Motion detection results shows 
motion in the background and the table edges which are not real motions. 
Comparing this result by results obtained from progressive motion detection proves that 
some static regions are detected as dynamic by this algorithm. The problem is caused by 
the fact that using any spatial or temporal deinterlacing method in the first stage will 
introduce some error to the system which could be detected as motion. 
Therefore the interpolation error created in the first stage decreases the accuracy of 
motion detection. For example, using a spatial deinterlacing method in the first stage may 
distort vertical details in the video, this distorted details will be detected as motion in the 
second stage leading to false motion detection results. 
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Figure 5-4 Two field motion detection results, (a) First interlaced field (b) Second interlaced field (c) 
Motion detection result. 
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5.3.2 Three-Field Motion Detection 
As shown in section 5.3.1, two-field motion detection does not provide acceptable results 
and the error created by interpolation step causes lots of false error detections. The goal 
in a three-field motion detection algorithm is to avoid interpolation error by using more 
than two fields of interlaced video. 
Figure 5-5 shows three consecutive fields of interlaced video sequence rendering the 
relative position of their missing lines. The three interlaced video fields shown in this 
figure are current field and its previous and subsequent fields. Figure 5-6 presents an 
edge view of the three consecutive fields plotted in Figure 5-5. This figure provides more 
clear view of the relative position of missing pixels in three consecutive fields with 
respect to each other. 
As shown in Figure 5-6, an algorithm which seeks a pixel in the same spatial location as 
pixel B, in the current field, will find missing pixels, either A or C, in the previous and 
subsequent fields. However, the same algorithm will reach to the valid pixels D and F if it 
searches for the pixels with the same spatial position of its missing pixel E. This approach 
is used in a three field motion detection algorithm to avoid interpolation error. 
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Figure 5-5 Three consecutive fields of an interlaced video, n represents the current field, n-1 
represents its previous field, and n+1 represents its consequent field. Each solid line represents an 











Figure 5-6 Edge view of three consecutive interlaced video fields. Column n represents the current 
field, column n-1 represents its previous field and column n+1 represents its subsequent field as 
shown in Figure 5-5 . In each column, a dark circle represents an existing pixel and a cross 
represents a missing pixel. 
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By using the absolute difference between pixels D and F as a measure of motion activity 
level for pixel E, a three-field motion detection algorithm avoids interpolation error. 
Therefore motion detection results for each field, is the absolute difference between its 
previous and subsequent fields. 
Figure 5-7 shows three consecutive field of Table Tennis video sequence. Figure 5-8 
shows motion detection results using three consecutive fields demonstrated in Figure 5-7. 
In this implementation, second field in Figure 5-7 is considered as current field, first field 
is considered as its previous field and third field is considered as its subsequent field. 
The interlaced video fields shown in Figure 5-7 demonstrate a fast motion in the 
movement of tennis ball. The ball is in three different locations in the consecutive fields. 
Three-field motion detection algorithm compares first and third fields and detects the 
motion between these two but it has no indication of the location of the ball in the current 
field. This situation is the source of an inevitable error in a three-field motion detection 
algorithm. 
This characteristic causes lots of missed detection errors in three-field motion detection 
approach. 
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(a) First Interlaced Field 
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(b) Second Interlaced Field 
(c) Third Interlaced Field 
Figure 5-7 Three consecutive fields of Table Tennis interlaced video. 
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Figure 5-8 Three field motion detection implementation result. 
5.3.3 Four-Field Motion Detection 
Although three-field motion detection approach improves false motion detection results 
available in two-field motion detection but its results are not satisfactory because of their 
inability in catching fast motions. In order to improve motion detection performance 
references [5], [13], [55] propose four-field motion detection approach. 
Figure 5-9 shows four consecutive fields of interlaced video sequence exposing the 
relative position of their missing lines. The four interlaced video fields shown in this 
figure are current field and its two previous fields and one subsequent field. Figure 5-10 
presents an edge view of the four consecutive fields plotted in Figure 5-9 providing more 
clear view of the relative position of missing pixels with respect to each other. 
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Figure 5-9 Four consecutive fields of an interlaced video, n represents the current field, n-1 and n-2 
represent its previous fields, and n+1 represents its consequent field. Each solid line represents an 
existing line while each dashed line represents a missing line 
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Figure 5-10 Edge view of four consecutive interlaced video fields. Column n represents the current 
field, columns n-1 and n-2 represent its previous fields and column n+1 represents its subsequent 
field as shown in Figure 5-9. In each column, a dark circle represents an existing pixel and a cross 
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In four-field motion detection proposed in [5] and [13] instead of using one difference 
value available in three-field motion detection, three difference values will be calculated 
and compared. 
These difference values are calculated between corresponding pairs (A, C), (F, H) and (I, 
C). These corresponding pairs are pointed out in Figure 5-10 by arrows. The maximum 
value of these three pixel differences will be considered as motion detection results. 
Using three pixel differences instead of one decreases the possibility of missing fast 
motions available in video sequence. 
Figure 5-11 shows four consecutive field of Table Tennis video Sequence followed by 
four-field motion detection results. In the implementation of motion detection algorithm, 
third interlaced field is considered as current field, first and second interlaced fields are 
considered as its previous fields and fourth field is considered as its subsequent field. 
The algorithm implementation result shows that the four-field motion detection algorithm 
is capable of catching fast motion available in the movement of ball however it includes 
lots of false motion detections results such as the ones detected in ball location on other 
fields and player's hand. 
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(a) First Interlaced Field 
(b) Second Interlaced Field 
(c) Third Interlaced Field 
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(d) Forth Interlaced Field 
(e) Four-field motion detection 
Figure 5-11 Four-field motion detection result, (a) First interlaced field, (b) Second interlaced field, 
(c) Third interlaced field considered as current field, (d) Forth interlaced field, (e) Four-field motion 
detection results using third field as current field, first and second fields as its previous and forth 
field as its subsequent field. 
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5.3.4 Five-Field Motion Detection 
Five-field motion detection approach is one step forward in improving motion detection 
results obtained from utilizing four consecutive field of interlaced video. 
Figure 5-12 shows five consecutive fields of interlaced video sequence rendering the 
relative position of their missing lines. Interlaced video fields shown in this figure are 
current field marked as n, its two previous fields marked as n-1 and n-2 and its two 
subsequent fields marked as n+1 and n+2. Figure 5-13 represents an edge view of the 
five consecutive fields plotted in Figure 5-12. It provides a more clear view of the relative 
position of missing pixels with respect to each other. 
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Figure 5-12 Five consecutive fields of an interlaced video, n represents the current field, n-1 and n-2 
represent its previous fields, while n+1 and n+2 represent its consequent fields. Each solid line 
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Figure 5-13 Edge view of five consecutive interlaced video fields. Column n represents the current 
field, columns n-1 and n-2 represent its previous fields while columns n+1 and n+2 represent its 
subsequent fields shown in Figure 5-13. In each column, a dark circle represents an existing pixel and 
a cross represents a missing pixel. 
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As shown in Figure 5-13 one major difference in five-field motion detection which may 
improve the performance is the possibility of looking for motion in both forward and 
backward directions. 
Grand Alliance of HDTV has suggested a five-field motion detection algorithm [51]. In 
the first stage of this algorithm, the absolute difference between corresponding pixel pairs 
(A, C), (C, E), (G, I), (K, M), (M, O) are calculated, Equations (5-1) to (5-5) are related 
to this stage. The motion detection result is then calculated using Equation (5-6). 
m1 = \A-C\ (5-1) 
m2 = \C-E\ (5-2) 
m3 = | G - / | (5-3) 
m4 = \K - M\ (5-4) 
m5 = \M~0\ (5-5) 
fm1 +m4 m2+ ms\ (5-6) 
motiondetected = max ,m3, 
Figure 5-11 shows five consecutive field of Table Tennis video Sequence followed by 
five-field motion detection implementation results. In the implementation of motion 
detection algorithm, third interlaced field (c) is considered as current field, first (a) and 
second (b) interlaced fields are considered as its previous fields while fourth (d) and fifth 
(e) fields are considered as its subsequent fields. 
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(a) First Interlaced Field 
BE 
(b) Second Interlaced Field 
(c) Third Interlaced Field 
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(d) Forth Interlaced Field 
(e) Fifth Interlaced Field 
(e) Five-field motion detection 
Figure 5-14 Five field motion detection result, (a) First interlaced field, (b) Second interlaced field, (c) 
Third interlaced field (current field), (d) Forth interlaced field, (e) Fifth interlaced field, (f) GA-
HDTV proposed five-field motion detection results. 
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Five-field motion detection result depicted in Figure 5-14 shows some improvement 
compared to four-field motion detection results shown in Figure 5-11. The improvements 
are partially the results of looking for motion in both forward and backward directions 
however there are some existing false detections which could deteriorate the motion 
adaptive deinterlacing results. 
5.4 Conclusion 
The overall concept of motion detection was briefly reviewed in this chapter. It followed 
by reviewing the principal differences between motion detection in progressive and 
interlaced videos. 
Several well-known motion detection approaches for interlaced video were introduced in 
sections 5.3.1 to 5.3.4 . Each section includes sample implementation results as a 
performance evaluation tool. 
In general it could be concluded that using odd number of fields in motion detection has 
advantage over using even number of them. The advantage is the result of the symmetry 
which exists between the positions of missing lines in an arrangement of odd number of 
consecutive interlaced fields. 
Comparing the implementation results over different sets of video sequences, it could be 
concluded that the performance of five field motion detection method proposed by Grand 
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Alliance of HDTV has superiority over the other explored methods. However its results 
are not accurate enough. In this thesis we have tried to find a more accurate motion 
detection algorithm. 
Although first improvement idea might be increasing the number of fields in motion 
detection, using seven or nine fields in motion detection has not proved any performance 
improvement. Experimental results provided in Chapter 6 proves that temporal 
correlation between consecutive fields generally drops after few fields and it is not 
reasonable to look forward or backward for more than few fields. 
A new motion detection algorithm is introduced in Chapter 6. The proposed method 
utilizes a hierarchical structure and several filters to improve motion detection accuracy. 
Implantation results on a number of video sequences are provided as well. 
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Proposed Motion Detection Algorithm 
6.1 Introduction 
Some dominant motion detection methods for interlaced video were reviewed in Chapter 
5. Examining their simulation results proved that five-field motion detection algorithm 
suggested by grand Alliance of HDTV has better performance compared to other 
available methods. However its motion detection results are not accurate enough. 
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In this thesis we have tried to examine different approaches to find a better motion 
detection algorithm with higher accuracy. As a result we are proposing a new hierarchical 
motion detection algorithm with improved accuracy. This algorithm is introduced in this 
chapter. 
Section 6.2 of this chapter investigates the result of increasing the number of fields in 
motion detection. Section 6.3 introduces the structure of the new motion detection 
algorithm and provides some implementation and evaluation results. 
6.2 increasing Number of Fields 
The first investigated approach, for improving motion detection accuracy, has been 
studying the result of utilizing more interlaced video fields for motion detection. 
However increasing the number of fields does not provide a great deal of algorithm 
improvement under different arrangements. 
To find a theoretical justification for this, time correlation between pixel intensity values 
of consecutive frames of a video sequence has been calculated for a number of video 
sequences. The overall results are depicted in Figure 6-1. Figure 6-1 shows the average 
time correlation value between ten consecutive fields of a video sequence. 
Video sequences used in this experiment have been chosen from different video 
categories, from panning camera to sports. No scene change has been included in the 
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partial sets under test, where a set means ten consecutive fields. Table 8-2, Table 8-3 and 
Table 8-4 provide detailed technical information about each video sequence. 
As shown in Figure 6-1, time correlation between consecutive fields of video drops 
sharply after few fields. It drops to a value below 0.7 after five fields; which means that 
video sequences are normally uncorrelated after five fields. Therefore it is not reasonable 
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Figure 6-1 Average time correlation values, between consecutive fields of an interlaced video 
sequence. 
Some other tests have been run to examine the result of scene change in time correlation 
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values between consecutive fields. 
Figure 6-2 shows ten consecutive field of an interlaced video where a scene change 
occurs after second field. Figure 6-3 shows the time correlation values between first field 
shown in Figure 6-2 and its consecutive fields. It shows a sharp correlation drop after 
second field which is coincident with scene change. 
Including a scene change in the test will cause a sharp drop in time correlation values. 
Considering scene change as a normal incident in a video sequence, this result is one 
more evidence proofing that using more than five consecutive fields of video sequence 
for motion detection is not beneficial. 
Therefore it can be concluded that the optimum number of correlated fields to be used in 
a motion detection algorithm is five. Using less than five fields is not broad enough 
therefore does not achieve best possible accuracy while using more than five field does 
not provide more valuable information compared to five fields and is not reasonable. 
Proposed motion detection algorithm uses five consecutive fields of interlaced video for 
motion detection with a superior structure which provides high motion detection 
accuracy. 
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(a) First interlaced field (b) Second interlaced field 
(c)' (d) Forth interlaced field 
(e) Fifth interlaced field (f) Sixth interlaced field 
(g) Seventh interlaced field (h) Eighth interlaced field 
(i) Ninth interlaced field (j) Tenth interlaced field 
Figure 6-2 Ten consecutive fields of an interlaced video sequence; a scene change occurs after second 
field. 
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Figure 6-3 Time correlation between video sequence shown in Figure 6-2 
6.3 Proposed Motion Detector 
A motion detection method with high detection accuracy is proposed in this section. The 
proposed method has a hierarchical structure which uses five consecutive fields of video 
data for motion detection. The proposed algorithm is capable of catching a wide range of 
motions from slow to fast. Evaluation results confirm that the proposed algorithm 
accuracy is higher than the other available methods. 
The proposed method works on a set of five consecutive interlaced video fields at each 
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given time. Section 6.3.1 explains a standard arrangement of five consecutive interlaced 
fields which is representative of relative position of missing lines in each standard input 
to the algorithm. 
6.3.1 Standard Input of Proposed Motion Detector 
Proposed motion detection algorithm uses five consecutive fields of interlaced video data 
to increase the ability of detecting fast motions and consequently the overall algorithm 
performance. 
Figure 6-4 shows a sequence of five interlaced video fields which will be transferred to 
motion detector at each time. In this figure, the field marked as "«" represents the current 
field, the fields marked by "n+1" and "n+2" represent its two subsequent fields, while 
the fields marked by "«-7" and "n-2" represent the two fields prior to the current field. 
As shown in Figure 6-4 the pairs (n-2, n) (n-1, n+1) and (n, n+2) have the same missing 
lines and the same time difference. This observation is more plainly illustrated in Figure 
6-5. Two fields of each pair are linked to each other by arrows in Figure 6-5; three 
different colors used for arrows are representatives of the three analogous pairs. 
Therefore each five consecutive fields of interlaced video will form three analogues pair 
of fields which will be fed to the motion detector simultaneously. Section 6.3.2 
introduces the block diagram representation of motion detector. 
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Figure 6-5 Relative position of missing lines in five consecutive fields; each connected pair of fields 
has same missing lines and same time difference as the other connected pairs. 
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6.3.2 Block Diagram of Proposed Motion Detector 
Block diagram of proposed motion detector is shown in Figure 6-6, where it receives five 
consecutive fields of interlaced video as input. 
The spatial differences between three pairs of fields mentioned in Figure 6-5 are 
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Figure 6-6 Block diagram of the proposed motion detection algorithm. 
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To increase the accuracy of the proposed motion detector, the following common 
assumptions are made1: 
1. Signal is large and noise is small 
2. The low frequency energy in signal is greater than low frequency energy in noise 
and alias 
To profit from these assumptions, the spatial field differences calculated in the first stage 
are low-pass filtered in the second stage of the algorithm. This low pass filtering will 
reduce high frequency noise from the spatial difference signals. 
Several combination of low pass filtering has been studies; including various versions of 
Two-dimensional (2-D) Gaussian filtering, 2-D median filtering and 2-D spatial 
averaging. 2-D spatial averaging filters have shown to achieve best results in most cases. 
In the third stage of the algorithm, the absolute values of these filtered signals are 
obtained. Finding the absolute value is justified by considering the fact that motion 
detection goal is to detect the presence of motion rather than finding its direction or 
estimating motion value. 
The rectified signals are then low-pass filtered again to improve the consistency of the 
outputs based on the assumption that moving objects are large compared to a pixel. 
The assumption which justifies the existence of this filter helps in choosing the best 
1 These assumptions may not be valid in some rare cases. However those rare cases are not the concern of 
this thesis. 
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candidate for this filter as well. By choosing an m x m median filter for this stage, it is 
possible to improve output consistency while preserving the edges. 
The last block in Figure 6-6 is hierarchical motion value calculator. It receives low-pass 
filtered signals dif\, difi and difi, as input. Subsequent to some calculation it delivers final 
motion detection result to its output. The final output is a matrix called Motion Value 
(MV), with the same size as the original interlaced fields. The hierarchical structure of 
this block increases the accuracy of motion detector and reduces its complexity. Section 
6.3.3 explains the structure of this block. 
6.3.3 Hierarchical Motion Value Calculator 
As shown in Figure 6-6, difi, difi and difi are delivered to the hierarchical motion 
calculation module. This module partitions each input signal into nxm data blocks. 
Subsequent to that, the average intensity value of each data block will be calculated 
Considering three corresponding average values as the average values of data blocks with 
the same size and spatial location, the maximum of each three corresponding averages 
value is then compared with a predefined threshold value. 
If the maximum of the three is smaller than threshold, the block is considered as a static 
part of video and by setting its motion value equal to zero no further processing will be 
applied to that block. 
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If the maximum of the three average intensity values is greater than threshold, the block 
of data is considered as a dynamic block and will be recursively partitioned to smaller 
blocks and the same procedure continues. This procedure may continue to pixel level, 
where each data block is one pixel. 
The final output of hierarchical structure is a motion value matrix with the same size as 
the original video fields. 
The next section explains how the threshold values are defined and adjusted in each level 
of the hierarchical procedure. 
6.3.4 Finding Optimal Values for Predefined Thresholds 
The hierarchical algorithm utilizes some predefined threshold values to determine 
whether a block of data is static or dynamic. The optimum values for these thresholds are 
found trough some trial and error experiments which are briefly explained in this section. 
Since motion detector compares average intensity values with predefined threshold 
values to choose whether a block of data is static or dynamic, threshold values should 
have some common characteristics with average intensity values. These threshold values 
should also be within the same range as average intensity values. 
The standard Mom video sequence has been chosen as a starting point for experimental 
test. This video sequence has slow motions in head and face area and no motion in most 
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other regions. Two consecutive frames of this video have been partitioned to 64 x 64 
data blocks. These two frames are shown in Figure 6-7. 
(b) Second frame 
Figure 6-7 Two consecutive frame of MOM video partitioned to 64 x 64 blocks. 
The average value of absolute intensity differences has been calculated for each 64 x 64 
data block. Figure 6-8 (a) shows a three-dimensional plot of these average values. These 
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average values are also plotted in Figure 6-8 (b) as an image object. It shows that the 
slight motion of the face causes the average value of its corresponding blocks to be larger 
than the average values of data blocks with no existing motion. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6-8 Average Intensity values for each 64 x 64 block of data shown in Figure 6-7 . (a) Three-
dimensional plot (b) The average value of each block as an image object in the same position. 
In a subsequent step, each 64 x 64 data block in Figure 6-7 has been partitioned to 
16 x 16 data blocks. The average value of absolute intensity differences has been 
calculated for each 16 x 16 data block as well. These average values are plotted in 
Figure 6-9 as an image object. 
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5 10 15 20 
Figure 6-9 Average intensity values for 16 x 16 data blocks of Figure 6-7. 
To be able to monitor the effect of block size on average intensity values, this test has 
been repeated for various block size on several images and the average values has been 
recorded each time. 
For each N x N image, the size of the data blocks has been changed from N/2 x N/2 to 
l x l . The average intensity difference values for each block size has been calculated and 
the effect of the size of the block on its corresponding average intensity difference has 
been studied. 
This experiment has been repeated for different types of video sequences with very 
different motion activity levels from slow motion to fast motions. The average intensity 
difference values have been monitored for dynamic and static parts of each video. 
Accordingly, some preliminary estimation for threshold values for different types of 
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videos and different block sizes have been obtained. 
These initial values have been applied to the proposed motion adaptive deinterlacing 
method which uses the proposed motion detector. The resulting mean square errors have 
been calculated in each step; the mathematical definition of calculated mean square error 
is explained in Chapter 8. Threshold values have been recursively readjusted to improve 
the deinterlacing performance by reducing the calculated errors. 
As a result, it has been found that intensity differences larger than 20, on a 0-255 scale 
for intensity values, generates noticeable motion artifacts. This value is found while 
working on pixel basis. For other block sizes, this value will be scaled down by a factor 
equal to inverse of the logarithm of the size of the block; size of a block is equal to the 
total number of pixels in that block. 
Although the above mentioned arrangement for pixel level threshold equal to 20 and a 
scale down proportional to l / log1 0 n
2 for a n n x n block has proved to obtain best 
performance in most cases, one more level of fine tuning is possible if we know the type 
of video sequence in advance. The required values for fine tuning are found by repeating 
our test procedure for different types of video sequences. Table 6-1 provides optimum 
threshold values and adjustment factors for a few types of video sequences. 
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Table 6-1 Initial threshold values and adjustment factors for different video types. 
Video Type 
Type-0: General setup with no advance 
information about video type 
Type-1: Slow motions such as a video 
taken from a person talking calmly 
Type-2: Fast motions with fine details such 
as a video taken from a sport contest 
Type-3: Lots of moving objects with 
varying range of motion speeds and fine 









for an n x n block 
1/logio n2 
1/logio n2 
l / log2 n 
1 
Threshold values found for general setup has been applied to average values plotted in 
Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9 and the results are plotted in Figure 6-10. As MOM video 
sequence could be considered a Type-1 video according to Table 6-1, threshold values 
related to Type-1 video has been applied to these images. The corresponding intermediate 
results are plotted in Figure 6-11. It shows that using Type-1 threshold values provides 
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more accurate intermediate results. 
10 15 
(a) 64 x 64 blocks of Figure 6-8 (b) 16 x 16 blocks of Figure 6-9 
Figure 6-10 Intermediate results using Type-0 (general type) threshold setup from Table 6-1. 
15 20 
(a) 64 x 64 blocks of Figure 6-8 (b) 16 x 16 blocks of Figure 6-9 
Figure 6-11 Intermediate results using Type-1 threshold setup from Table 6-1 
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6.4 Conclusion 
Time correlation between consecutive fields of a video sequence was investigated in this 
chapter. As a result it was concluded that using five consecutive fields of video sequence 
for motion detection is the optimum case 
A five field motion detection method was proposed and explained in detail. A sample 
simulation results using proposed motion detection method is shown in Figure 6-12. 
The first low pass filter in this implementation has been a 2 x 2 spatial averaging filter 
while the second low pass filter has been a 3 x 3 spatial median filter, and general 
threshold setup has been used. 
Comparing motion detection result shown in Figure 6-12 (f) with motion detection result 
shown in Figure 5-14(f) shows that proposed motion detection has higher capability in 
detecting fast motions. More detailed simulation results are provided in Chapter 8 from 
which it can be concluded that proposed motion detection algorithm is capable of 
detecting a wide range of motions with a high accuracy. 
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(a) First Interlaced Field 
(b) Second Interlaced Field 
(c) Third Interlaced Field 
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(d) Forth Interlaced Field 
(e) Fifth Interlaced Field 
(e) Proposed motion detection 
Figure 6-12 Implementation results for proposed motion detection; (a) First interlaced field, (b) 
Second interlaced field, (c) Third interlaced field (current field), (d) Forth interlaced field, (e) Fifth 
interlaced field, (f) Proposed motion detection results. 
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Proposed Motion Adaptive Deinterlacing 
7.1 Introduction 
Motion adaptive deinterlacing methods are among the most popular deinterlacing 
methods, where the deinterlacing performance is improved by combining the benefits of 
temporal and spatial deinterlacing methods. 
A temporal deinterlacing method exploits temporal data to interpolate missing lines of an 
interlaced video field. Temporal correlation is typically high in static parts of a video 
sequence therefore a temporal deinterlacing method obtains more valuable temporal data 
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in static parts of video. Consequently, performance of a temporal deinterlacing method is 
high in static parts of a video sequence. 
A spatial deinterlacing method exploits spatial data to interpolate missing lines of an 
interlaced video field. In a dynamic part of video sequence, spatial correlation is 
typically higher than temporal correlation. Consequently, a spatial deinterlacing method 
has a higher performance in dynamic parts of video sequence. 
A motion adaptive deinterlacing improves its performance by applying a temporal 
deinterlacing method to static parts of video sequence and a spatial deinterlacing method 
to dynamic parts of a video sequence. A motion detection method will be used to divide a 
video sequence to dynamic and static parts. 
The results from the static and dynamic parts will be combined to reconstruct the whole 
deinterlaced video sequence. 
In this thesis we have proposed a high performance motion adaptive deinterlacing 
method. The proposed motion adaptive deinterlacing method, uses the hierarchical 
motion detection algorithm introduced in Chapter 6 to calculate motion activity level of 
an interlaced video sequence. 
The motion detection results will be consequently used in proposed deinterlacing 
structure to interpolate the missing lines of interlaced video fields. This chapter explains 
the proposed deinterlacing method. Section 7.2 explains the structure of the deinterlacing 
method using a block diagram representation. Section 7.2.1 defines the nonlinear 
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transform used in deinterlacing method and explains the procedure which is used to 
calculate its constant values. 
The interpolation block is explained in section 7.2.2. A sample simulation result is given 
in conclusion section. However more detailed simulation and evaluation results are 
presented in Chapter 8. 
7.2 Proposed Motion Adaptive Deinterlacing 
Proposed motion adaptive deinterlacing method measures the motion activity level of 
video data using the proposed motion detection algorithm. The measured motion activity 
level is subsequently transformed to motion possibility value. 
Motion possibility value will be used in interpolation algorithm as a weight factor for 
combining the results of a temporal deinterlacing and a spatial deinterlacing method. As a 
result of this combination, deinterlacing performance of the proposed method 
outperforms both temporal and spatial deinterlacing methods. Figure 7-1 shows a block 
diagram representation of the proposed motion adaptive deinterlacing method. 
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Figure 7-1 Block diagram of proposed motion adaptive deinterlacing method. 
As shown in Figure 7-1, each color component of video sequence is delivered to a motion 
detection block. Each motion detection block calculates motion values using proposed 
motion detection method. In Figure 7-1, motion detection results on color component R is 
called R_MV, motion detection results on color component G is called G_MV and motion 
detection results on color component B is called B_MV. 
The result of motion detection on R, G, and B color components are then compared to 
each other. The maximum of three motion values is used as the motion value ( MV) for 
all three color components. 
Applying the motion detection algorithm to all color components reduces the possibility 
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of error detection by reducing the number of missed detections. Comparing these values 
and using a single value for all three color components avoids distortion artifacts in the 
output. 
The final motion value (MV) is then delivered to a non-linear transformation block. The 
implemented non-linear transformation is explained in section 7.2.1. It transforms the 
motion value to a number between zero and one. This value corresponds to the possibility 
of motion. It is called motion possibility value and represented by a. 
The motion possibility value is consequently delivered to interpolation block as an 
auxiliary data. The interpolation algorithm uses motion possibility value to make a linear 
combination of a temporal and a spatial deinterlacing method applied to the RGB 
interlaced video. The preferred temporal and spatial deinterlacing methods as well as the 
combination method are explained in section 7.2.2. The output of the interpolation block 
is a RGB progressive video sequence. 
7.2.1 Non-Linear Transformation 
A motion activity value obtained from proposed motion detection algorithm may have 
any value between 0 and 255; on a 0-255 scale for intensity values. This motion value is 
converted to a motion possibility value using a non-linear transformation. 
The non-linear transformation function is represented in Figure 7-2. It is a uniform 
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function of motion value. The transformation result is the possibility of motion. 
'£ 
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Figure 7-2 Non-linear transformation function. 
MVX and MV2 are two constant motion values. Motion possibility is zero if motion value 
is smaller than MV1. Motion possibility is one if motion value is greater than MV2 . For 
motion values between MV± and MV2 motion possibility will be a number between zero 
and one. 
MVX and MV2 are found by recursive error optimization. For this procedure, both MVX 
and MV2 have been changed by small steps in their valid range. The deinterlacing error 
has been calculated and recorded for each setup. 
As MVX and MV2 are two motion values their actual valid range is 0 to 255 on a 0-255 
scale for intensity value. However, the only constrain is that MVX is always smaller than 
MV2. Therefore the actual valid range for MVt is considered 0 to 254. While the actual 
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valid range for MV2 is considered 1 to 255. Figure 7-3 is a sample plot of MSE (Mean 
Square Error) vs. MV2 while MV1 has been set equal to 60. 
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Figure 7-3 MSE of proposed deinterlacing method for various MV2while MVt = 60 
Based on minimum calculated error, optimum range of values for MV1 and MV2 has been 
found. Smaller step size has been used in the optimum range to find the best choice for 
minimum deinterlacing error. This procedure has been repeated on several video 
sequences and best estimation for MV1 and MV2 has been found based on minimum 
deinterlacing error. 
As a result, optimum values has been found to be MV-^ = 60 and MV2 = 100. 
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7.2.2 Interpolation Algorithm 
In the proposed motion adaptive method simple line averaging is chosen as the spatial 
deinterlacing and median filtering is chosen as the temporal deinterlacing method. 
Motion possibility values, calculated after motion detection step, are used as the 
weighting factor for combining the results of spatial and temporal interpolations to 
improved performance. The interpolation step could be formulized by Equation (7-1) 
where a is the motion possibility value measured in motion detection algorithm. 
F0(X,n) = [ 
FiiX.ri) where ymod2 = nmod2 (7-1) 
aFspatial(.X,n) + (1 - a)Ftemporal(X,ri) otherwise 
Where: 
X = (x, y) represents pixel position 
n represents field index 
F0 (X, ri) represents the intensity value of a pixel in deinterlaced frame 
Ft(X, ri) represents the intensity value of a pixel in original interlaced field 
Fspatial (.%>n) represents the intensity value of a pixel using the utilized spatial 
deinterlacing method. 
F0(X,ri) represents the intensity value of a pixel using the utilized temporal 
deinterlacing method. 
a represents motion possibility value.; a is a function of X and n 
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a is a function of X and n. For highly dynamic parts of the video, the value of a would 
be equal to unity; resulting in pure spatial interpolation, according to Equation (7-1). 
Temporal correlation is low in highly dynamic regions. Therefore deinterlacing 
performance of temporal methods drops in these regions. Converting to a pure spatial 
deinterlacing in highly dynamic regions is to keep the proposed algorithm performance 
high in these regions. 
For highly static parts of the video signal a would be equal to zero; resulting in pure 
temporal interpolation, according to Equation (7-1). Temporal correlation is high in static 
regions and temporal deinterlacing performance is high as well. Converting to a pure 
temporal deinterlacing in static regions is to benefit from the high performance of 
temporal methods in these regions. 
7.3 Conclusion 
Proposed motion adaptive deinterlacing method was introduced in this chapter. The 
method uses the proposed motion detection algorithm which calculated the motion 
activity level of video sequence by a hierarchical structure. 
In order to save the consistency of motion detection algorithm and to avoid introducing 
extra artifacts the motion detection algorithm is separately applied to all color 
components and the results are compared to each other to reach to a unique motion 
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possibility result. 
The interpolation step uses motion detection results to obtain best weighting factor for 
combining temporal and spatial interpolation values. 
A sample implementation result is illustrated in Figure 7-4. A broad range of 
implementation and evaluation results are offered in Chapter 8. The overall results prove 
that proposed deinterlacing algorithm has outperformed other available deinterlacing 
methods. 
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Video quality is primarily a subjective matter however some objective measures are 
commonly used to reflect subjective impression of video quality. The objective measures 
are not always directly related to subjective quality but using them is a common practice 
in evaluating video processing algorithms. 
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Seeking an all-inclusive evaluation tools, both subjective and objective evaluations have 
been performed in this research. Performance of the proposed deinterlacing method is 
evaluated both subjectively and objectively. Several deinterlacing methods have been 
implemented and compared with the proposed method. 
Section 8.2 explains our experimental setup. Section 8.2.1 explains the objective 
performance evaluation criterion used in this thesis while section 8.2.2 explains the 
subjective evaluation criterion. Technical details of the test video sequences are provided 
in section 8.2.3. Section 8.2.4provides a list of the implemented deinterlacing algorithms 
Experimental results are provided in section 8.3. Objective evaluation results are 
provided in section 8.3.1. Where section 8.3.1.1 compares the performance of the 
proposed deinterlacing method with other deinterlacing methods. The overall 
performance improvement using this method is provided in this section. The robustness 
of the proposed deinterlacing method for various frame rates is examined and compared 
with other methods in section 8.3.1.2. Section 8.3.1.3provides some evaluation results for 
the proposed motion detection algorithm. Objective evaluation results are provided in 
section 8.3.2. 
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8.2 Experimental Setup 
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed motion adaptive deinterlacing 
method, the proposed method has been simulated using some standard video sequences. 
Since the original standard video sequences have been in progressive format, they have 
been interlaced in the beginning. Interlacing has been done by removing every other line 
from each frame of the progressive video sequence which is equal to vertical decimation. 
Figure 8-1 shows this procedure. As shown in Figure 8-1, one field of interlaced video 
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Figure 8-1 Interlacing; generating interlaced video sequences from progressive video sequences. 
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Deinterlacing methods will be applied to the interlaced video sequence. The deinterlaced 
video sequences are then compared with the original progressive video sequences to 













Figure 8-2 Performance evaluation method. 
8.2.1 Objective Evaluation Criterion 
In literature on video deinterlacing, either Mean Square Error (MSE) or Peak Signal to 
Noise Ratio (PSNR) is used as an objective measure criterion. 
MSE, defined by Equation (8.1), is the average square difference between the original 
progressive frame and the deinterlaced frame. 
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MSE = ± £ (Fp(X,n) - Fde{X,n))
2 ( 8-1 } 
While the PSNR is calculated according to Equation (8.2) 
/ 2 5 5 2 \ (8.2) 
P S M = 10 log10 — 
This thesis uses PSNR as an objective measure to compare deinterlacing methods. 
8.2.2 Subjective EvaSuation Criterion 
Subjective test has been established according to ITU-R1 BT2.500-11[87]. ITU-R 
BT.500-11 is a methodology recommended by ITU-R for subjective assessment of the 
quality of the television pictures. 
According to ITU-R BT.500-11 at least 15 observers should be used in subjective test 
and they should be non-expert viewers with normal visual acuity and color vision. 
Therefore we have asked 25 people to evaluate our sequences. They have been both male 
and female non-expert observers between ages 15 and 65. 
According to ITU-R BT.500-11 double-stimulus impairment scale (DSIS) method, the 
International Telecommunication Union-Radiocommunication sector 
2 Broadcasting Service (Television) 
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assessors have been first presented by an original progressive video sequence. Then they 
have been presented by the deinterlaced version of same video sequence. Following that 
they have been asked to vote on the deinterlaced video, keeping in mind the original 
progressive version. They have been asked to vote based on five-grade impairment scale 
given in Table 8-1. 













The last stage in subjective test is to condense the recorded scores in graphical or 
numerical forms which summarize the performance of the deinterlacing algorithm. ITU-
R BT.500-11 recommends the calculation of mean score and its associated confidence 
interval for analysis of the results of double-stimulus impairment-scale method. Mean 
score is calculated using Equation (8.3) 
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% = i J U , (8.3) 
i = l 
Where: 
utj : Score of observer i for test sequencey 
N : Number of observers 
Similarly, overall mean score u could be calculated. 
For the associated confidence interval it is recommended to use the 95% confidence 
interval which is given by Equation (8.4) 
[uj - 8j uj + Sj] (8.4) 
Where 
Sf = 1.96^= 
By using 95% confidence interval, with probability of 95%, the absolute value of the 
difference between the experimental mean score and the true mean score is smaller than 
the 95% confidence interval. 
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8.2.3 Test Video Sequences 
This thesis has used a number of standard video sequences for performance evaluation. 
These video sequences are divided to three groups. The first group is made up of videos 
with slow motions, called Type-1 in Table 6-1. In particular they are taken from different 
individuals talking in front of camera. Properties of this group are given in Table 8-2. 
Table 8-2 Technical properties of first group of test sequences; Type-1 video. 
Sequence Name: Grandmom 
Video Type: RGB 
Number of Frames: 150 
Frame size: 240 x 360 
Frame Rate: 60 frames/sec 
Sequence Name: Mom 
Video Type: RGB 
Number of Frames: 150 
Frame size: 240 x 360 
Frame Rate: 60 frames/sec 
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Sequence Name: Momdaugther 
Video Type: RGB 
Number of Frames: 150 
Frame size: 240 x 360 
Frame Rate: 60 frames/sec 
The second group is made up of videos with fast motions and fine details which requires 
high quality, called Type-2 in Table 6-1. They include sport videos or medical images. 
Properties of this group are given in Table 8-3. 
Table 8-3 Technical properties of second group of test sequences; Type-2 video. 
Sequence Name: Heart 
Video Type: Gray scale 
Number of Frames: 38 
Frame size: 256 x 256 
Frame Rate: 60 frames/sec 
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Sequence Name: Table tennis 
Video Type: RGB 
Number of Frames: 150 
Frame size: 240 x 352 
Frame Rate: 60 frames/sec 
The third group is made up of videos with lots of moving objects with varying range of 
motion speeds and fine details, called Type-3 in Table 6-1. They are normally captured 
by a panning camera. Properties of this group are given in Table 8-4. 
Table 8-4 Technical properties of third group of test sequences;Type-3 video. 
Sequence Name: Diskus 
Video Type: Gray scale 
Number of Frames: 124 
Frame size: 288 x 352 
Frame Rate: 60 frames/sec 
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Sequence Name: Movi 
Video Type: Gray scale 
Number of Frames: 10 
Frame size: 512 x 512 
Frame Rate: 24 frames/sec 
Sequence Name: Flower garden 
Video Type: RGB 
Number of Frames: 150 
Frame size: 240 x 352 
Frame Rate: 60 frames/sec 
8.2.4 Implemented Deinterlacing Algorithms 
Thirteen deinterlacing methods have been implemented in this research. These methods 
are listed in Table 8-5. Specifically all methods surveyed in Chapter 4 have been 
implemented. The performances of these methods have been compared with the 
performance of the proposed deinterlacing method. 
These methods are chosen from different deinterlacing categories. Line repetition and 
bilinear line averaging are chosen from spatial deinterlacing methods. Field insertion and 
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bilinear field interpolation are chosen from temporal methods. Vertical Temporal median 
filtering and weighted and edge dependant median filtering [60] have been chosen from 
hybrid deinterlacing methods. 
Motion compensated field insertion and motion compensated bilinear field interpolation 
have been chosen from motion compensated deinterlacing methods. 
From motion adaptive methods, motion adaptive with 3-field motion detection and 
bilinear field interpolation and line averaging, motion adaptive with 4-field motion 
detection and field insertion and line averaging have been implemented. Motion adaptive 
method proposed in reference [77] and motion adaptive method proposed by GA-HDTV 
(available in [51], [30]) have been implemented as well. 
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Spatial deinterlacing methods 
Line repetition (Li_Rep) 
Bilinear line averaging (LiAve) 
Temporal deinterlacing methods 
Field insertion (Filns) 
Bilinear field interpolation (FiAve) 
Hybrid deinterlacing methods 
VT median filtering 
Weighted and edge dependant median filtering [60] 
Motion Compensated (MC) deinterlacing methods 
MC field insertion 
MC bilinear field interpolation 
Motion Adaptive (MA) deinterlacing methods 
MA with 3-field (MD), bilinear field interpolation and 
averaging (FiAve & LiAve) 
MA with 4-field (MD), field insertion and line averaging (Fi 
& Li_Ave) 
MA method proposed in [77] 
MA method proposed by GA-HDTV 
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8.3 Experimental Results 
8.3.1 Objective Evaluation Results 
In this section we compare the objective quality of our proposed algorithm with several 
deinterlacing methods in the literature. For this purpose, the algorithms listed in Table 
8-5 are applied to the video sequences mentioned in section 8.2.3. The average PSNR for 
each video sequence has been calculated using Equation (8-2). 
The average PSNRs are shown in Figure 8-3 to Figure 8-21. Figure 8-3 to Figure 8-5 
show the average PSNR for Type-1 video sequences which are Grandmom, Mom, and 
MomDaughter. Only a small portion of each video frame in this group is moving and the 
rest of the video frame is mainly static. Figure 8-6 shows the average PSNR for these 
three video sequences in the same plot. This plot shows that temporal methods perform 
better than spatial methods for this group of video sequences. This result supports the 
theoretical idea that temporal methods performs better in the absence of motion. 
Figure 8-7 shows the average PSNR for all video sequences in this group. It shows that 
proposed deinterlacing methods outperforms all other methods. 
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Average PSNR - Grandmom 
Proposed MA method 
GA-HDTV MA method 
MA method proposed in [46] 
MA with 4-field MD, Fi lns , LiAve 
MA with 3-field MD, FiAve, Li_Ave 
MC bilinear field interpolation 
MC field insertion 
Weighted & edge dependant median filter 
VT median filtering 
Bilinear field interpolation (FiAve) 
Field insertion (Filns) 
Bilinear line averaging (Li_Ave) 
Line repetition (Li-Rep) 
10 20 30 
PSNR(dB) 
40 50 
Figure 8-3 Comparing average PSNR values of various deinterlacing methods for Grandmom video 
sequence. 
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Average PSNR-Mom 
Proposed MA method 
GA-HDTV MA method 
MA method proposed in [46] 
MA with 4-field MD, Fijns, LiAve 
MA with 3-field MD, Fi_Ave, LiAve 
MC bilinear field interpolation 
MC field insertion 
Weighted & edge dependant median filter 
VT median filtering 
Bilinear field interpolation (FiAve) 
Field insertion (Filns) 
Bilinear line averaging (LiAve) 
Line repetition (Li-Rep) 
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PSNR(dB) 
40 50 
Figure 8-4 Comparing average PSNR values of various deinterlacing methods for Mom video 
sequence. 
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Average PSNR - MomDaughter 
Proposed MA method 
GA-HDTV MA method 
MA method proposed in [46] 
MA with 4-field MD, Fijns, LiAve 
MA with 3-field MD, FiAve, LiAve 
MC bilinear field interpolation 
MC field insertion 
Weighted & edge dependant median filter 
VT median filtering 
Bilinear field interpolation (Fi_Ave) 
Field insertion (Filns) 
Bilinear line averaging (Li_Ave) 
Line repetition (Li-Rep) 
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Figure 8-5 Comparing average PSNR values of various deinterlacing methods for MomDaughter 
video sequence. 
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Average PSNR - Type-1 videos 
• MomDaughter • Mom • Grandmom 
Proposed MA method 
GA-HDTV MA method 
MA method proposed in [46] 
MA with 4-field MD, Fijns, LiAve 
MA with 3-field MD, Fi_Ave, LiAve 
MC bilinear field interpolation 
MC field insertion 
Weighted & edge dependant median filter 
VT median filtering 
Bilinear field interpolation (Fi_Ave) 
Field insertion (Fi_Ins) 
Bilinear line averaging (LiAve) 
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Figure 8-6 Comparing average PSNR values of various deinterlacing methods for Grandmomm, 
Mom, and MomDaughter video sequences on separate bars. 
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Average PSNR - Grandmom, Mom, and MomDaughter 
(Video Type-1) 
Proposed MA method 
GA-HDTV MA method 
MA method proposed in [46] 
MA with 4-field MD, Fi_Ins, Li_Ave 
MA with 3-field MD, Fi_Ave, LiAve 
MC bilinear field interpolation 
MC field insertion 
Weighted & edge dependant median filter 
VT median filtering 
Bilinear field interpolation (FiAve) 
Field insertion (Fi Ins) 
Bilinear line averaging (LiAve) 
Line repetition (Li-Rep) 
50 
Figure 8-7 Comparing average PSNR values of various deinterlacing methods for video type-1 
(Grandmomm, Mom, and MomDaughter) sequences. 
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Figure 8-8 and Figure 8-9 show the average PSNR for Type-2 video sequences which are 
Heart and Stennis. These video sequences have fast moving objects with fine details and 
require high quality deinterlacing results. 
Figure 8-8 shows that motion compensated methods works fine for Stennis video 
sequence. This result is justified by the fact that tracking a moving object and estimating 
its motion vector could be done with high accuracy in this type of video sequences. 
However as shown in Figure 8-9 they don't work as good for Heart sequence. 
Figure 8-10 shows the average PSNR for these two video sequences in the same plot. It 
shows that hybrid methods which combine the benefits of both temporal and spatial 
methods perform better for this group of video sequences. Among all hybrid methods, 
proposed deinterlacing method outperforms the others. Figure 8-11 confirms this result. 
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Average PSNR - Stennis 
Proposed MA method 
GA-HDTV MA method 
MA method proposed in [46] 
MA with 4-field MD, Fi lns , Li_Ave 
MA with 3-field MD, FiAve, LiAve 
MC bilinear field interpolation 
MC field insertion 
Weighted & edge dependant median filter 
VT median filtering 
Bilinear field interpolation (Fi_Ave) 
Field insertion (Fi_Ins) 
Bilinear line averaging (LiAve) 
Line repetition (Li-Rep) 
10 20 30 
PSNR(dB) 
40 
Figure 8-8 Comparing average PSNR values of various deinterlacing methods for Stennis video 
sequence. 
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Average PSNR - Heart 
Proposed MA method 
GA-HDTV MA method 
MA method proposed in [46] 
MA with 4-field MD, Fijns, Li_Ave 
MA with 3-field MD, FiAve, Li_Ave 
MC bilinear field interpolation 
MC field insertion 
Weighted & edge dependant median filter 
VT median filtering 
Bilinear field interpolation (Fi_Ave) 
Field insertion (Filns) 
Bilinear line averaging (Li_Ave) 
Line repetition (Li-Rep) 
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Figure 8-9 Comparing average PSNR values of various deinterlacing methods for Heart video 
sequence. 
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Average PSNR - Type-2 videos 
• Hearth aStennis 
Proposed MA method 
GA-HDTV MA method 
MA method proposed in [46] 
MA with 4-field MD, Fi lns , Li_Ave 
MA with 3-field MD, Fi_Ave, LiAve 
MC bilinear field interpolation 
MC field insertion 
Weighted & edge dependant median filter 
VT median filtering 
Bilinear field interpolation (FiAve) 
Field insertion (Fi_Ins) 
Bilinear line averaging (LiAve) 
Line repetition (Li-Rep) 
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PSNR(dB) 
40 50 
Figure 8-10 Comparing average PSNR values of various deinterlacing methods for Stennis and Heart 
video sequences combined in one plot. 
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Average PSNR - Stennis & Heart (Video Type-2) 
Proposed MA method 
GA-HDTV MA method 
MA method proposed in [46] , . . . 
MA with 4-field MD, Fijns, Li_Ave j , ' ' ." 
MA with 3-field MD, FiAve, Li_Ave 
MC bilinear field interpolation 
MC field insertion 
Weighted & edge dependant median filter 
VT median filtering 
Bilinear field interpolation (Fi_Ave) 
Field insertion (Filns) 
Bilinear line averaging (LiAve) 
Line repetition (Li-Rep) 
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Figure 8-11 Comparing average PSNR values of various deinterlacing methods for video type-2 
(Stennis, Heart) video sequences. 
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Figure 8-12 to Figure 8-14 show the average PSNR for Type-3 video sequences which 
are Sflowg, Movi, and Disku. These videos are obtained from moving cameras. 
Figure 8-12 shows the average PSNR for Sflowg test sequence. Sflowg has been obtained 
by a panning camera from a flower garden with many fine details. As a result of large 
number of moving objects, spatial methods perform better than temporal method for this 
video sequence. However, motion compensated methods may benefit from the type of 
motion available in this video sequence. It is possible to detect accurate motion vectors 
for this video sequence; therefore MC field insertion performs better than some other 
methods. But motion adaptive method proposed by GA-HDTV and the motion adaptive 
method proposed in this thesis perform better than other methods. 
Figure 8-13 shows the average PSNR for Movi test sequence. Movi is a black and white 
video obtained from a panning camera with fast circular motion around a building, 
therefore objects in this video are changing with a fast speed between consecutive frames 
which makes motion estimation hard. Therefore motion compensated methods does not 
make any improvement in this video. Weighted and edge dependant median filtering and 
proposed motion adaptive method performs better than other methods for this type of 
video sequences. 
Figure 8-14 shows the average PSNR for Disku test sequence. Disku is a video taken 
from discussion panel where the video scene contains both zooming and panning. 
Proposed deinterlacing method performs better than all other methods for this video 
sequence. 
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While Figure 8-15 shows the average PSNR of this video type in the same graph; Figure 
8-16 shows the average PSNR for these three video sequences in the same plot. These 
plots show that hybrid methods perform better than spatial or temporal methods for this 
group of video sequences. Proposed deinterlacing method provides the best deinterlacing 
results between all implemented methods. 
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Average PSNR - Sflowg 
Proposed MA method 
GA-HDTV MA method 
MA method proposed in [46] 
MA with 4-field MD, Fi lns , LiAve M 
MA with 3-field MD, Fi_Ave, LiAve 
MC bilinear field interpolation 
MC field insertion 
Weighted & edge dependant median filter 
VT median filtering 
Bilinear field interpolation (Fi_Ave) 
Field insertion (Fi_Ins) 
Bilinear line averaging (Li_Ave) 
Line repetition (Li-Rep) 
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Figure 8-12 Comparing average PSNR values of various deinterlacing methods for Sflowg video 
sequence. 
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Average PSNR - Movi 
Proposed MA method 
GA-HDTV MA method 
MA method proposed in [46] 
MA with 4-field MD, Fijns, LiAve 
MA with 3-field MD, FiAve, Li_Ave 
MC bilinear field interpolation 
MC field insertion 
Weighted & edge dependant median filter 
VT median filtering 
Bilinear field interpolation (Fi_Ave) 
Field insertion (Fi_Ins) 
Bilinear line averaging (Li_Ave) 
Line repetition (Li-Rep) 
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40 
Figure 8-13 Comparing average PSNR values of various deinterlacing methods for Movi video 
sequence. 
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Average PSNR - Disku 
Proposed MA method 
GA-HDTV MA method 
MA method proposed in [46] 
MA with 4-field MD, Fijns, LiAve 
MA with 3-field MD, Fi_Ave, LiAve 
MC bilinear field interpolation 
MC field insertion 
Weighted & edge dependant median filter 
VT median filtering 
Bilinear field interpolation (Fi_Ave) 
Field insertion (Fi_Ins) 
Bilinear line averaging (LiAve) 
Line repetition (Li-Rep) 
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Figure 8-14 Comparing average PSNR values of various deinterlacing methods for Disku video 
sequence. 
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Average PSNR - Type-3 videos 
• Disku HMovi "Sflowg 
Proposed MA method 
GA-HDTV MA method 
MA method proposed in [46] 
MA with 4-field MD, Fi_Ins, Li_Ave 
MA with 3-field MD, Fi_Ave, LiAve 
MC bilinear field interpolation 
MC field insertion 
Weighted & edge dependant median filter 
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Figure 8-15 Comparing average PSNR values of various deinterlacing methods for Type-3 video 
sequences; Sflowg, Movi, and Disku. 
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Average PSNR Sflowg, Movi, & Disku (Type-3 video) 
Proposed MA method 
GA-HDTV MA method 
MA method proposed in [46] 
MA with 4-field MD, Fijns, LiAve 
MAwith3-fieldMD,Fi_Ave,Li_Ave | 
MC bilinear field interpolation 
MC field insertion 
Weighted & edge dependant median filter p l jp l 
VT median filtering 
Bilinear field interpolation (FiAve) 
Field insertion (Fi_Ins) 
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Figure 8-16 Comparing average PSNR values of various deinterlacing methods on Sflowg, Movi, and 
Disku video sequences. 
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Figure 8-17 shows average PSNR of all video groups in the same plot. It shows that 
average PSNR for type-1 videos is generally larger than average PSNR for other video 
types. This result is justified by the fact than only a small number of pixels are changing 
in each frame of these video sequences. Therefore even though that change might be a 
large number by itself the PSNR does not drop significantly. 
For example the average PSNR of video type-1 for bilinear field insertion is higher than 
many other algorithms and close to the value obtained from GA-HDTV proposed 
method. But the subjective quality of deinterlaced frames doesn't match these results and 
they are unsatisfactory in moving parts of these videos. 
Figure 8-20 show an illustrative explanation of this problem. Figure 8-18 shows five 
consecutive frame of Mom video where third frame is considered as current frame to be 
deinterlaced. Figure 8-19 shows the corresponding deinterlaced frame using bilinear field 
insertion, GA-HDTV proposed method and MA method proposed in this thesis, where all 
of them shows fairly acceptable quality. 
A shown in Figure 8-18, the main motion in this part of video is occurring in the eyes 
area. Figure 8-20 shows the same frames as Figure 8-19 zoomed in the eyes area. This 
area is severely corrupted in bilinear field insertion results, while it is much better in GA-
HDTV. The best result is achieved by the proposed deinterlacing method. 
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Average PSNR - Type 1-3 Videos 
• Type-3 • Type-2 • Type-1 
Proposed MA method 
GA-HDTV MA method 
MA method proposed in [46] 
MA with 4-field MD, Fi Ins, Li_Ave 
MA with 3-field MD, Fi_Ave, Li_Ave 
MC bilinear field interpolation 
MC field insertion 
Weighted & edge dependant median filter 
VT median filtering 
Bilinear field interpolation (Fi_Ave) 
Field insertion (Filns) 
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Figure 8-17 Comparing average PSNR values of various deinterlacing methods for all test video 
sequences;Type-l, Type-2 and Type-3. 
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(a) First frame 
(c) Third frame 
(b) Second frame 
H B * . * * • ' • * 
•*\ *Tf 
(d) Forth frame 
(d) Fifth frame 
Figure 8-18 Five consecutive frame of Mom video sequence, used for motion detection. 
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(b) Deinterlaced by bilinear field averaging 
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(c) Deinterlaced by GA-HDTV method (b) Deinterlaced by proposed MA method 
Figure 8-19 Comparing single deinterlaced frame using bilinear field insertion, GA-HDTV method, 
and proposed deinterlacing method 
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fe'^* •B 
(a) Original progressive frame 
^Wmmsa 
(b) Deinterlaced by bilinear field averaging 
•48Si -
(c) Deinterlaced by GA-HDTV method (b) Deinterlaced by proposed MA method 
Figure 8-20 Scaled version of Figure 8-19 enlarged in a moving area. 
As a final observation Figure 8-21 shows the average PSNR of all video sequences for 
different deinterlacing methods. It shows that proposed deinterlacing method outperforms 
all other implemented methods. 
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Average PSNR - All video sequences 
Proposed MA method 
GA-HDTV MA method 
MA method proposed in [46] 
MA with 4-field MD, Fi lns , LiAve 
MA with 3-field MD, FiAve, LiAve \~~— 
MC bilinear field interpolation 
MC field insertion 
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Figure 8-21 Comparing average PSNR of all video sequences for various methods. 
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8.3.1.1 Performance Improvement 
As shown in Figure 8-21 proposed deinterlacing method outperforms all other 
implemented methods. Figure 8-22 shows the performance improvement obtained from 
proposed deinterlacing method over other implemented methods. Figure 8-23 shows the 
performance improvement for each video type. 
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Performance improvement for all test sequences 
GA-HDTV MA method 
MA method proposed in [46] 
MA with 4-field MD, Fi Ins, Li Ave 
MA with 3-field MD, Fi Ave, Li Ave 
MC bilinear field interpolation 
MC field insertion 
Weighted & edge dependant median filter 
VT median filtering j j 
Bilinear field interpolation (FiAve) Hg 
Field insertion (Filns) p ^ ^ : 
Bilinear line averaging (LiAve) 
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Figure 8-22 Percentage PSNR improvement compared to the proposed deinterlacing method over all 
test sequences. 
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Performance Improvement for Type 1-3 
• Type-3 • Type-2 • Type-1 
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Figure 8-23 Percentage PSNR improvement compared to the proposed deinterlacing method for each 
video type. 
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8.3.1.2 Performance Robustness 
The performance fluctuation of deinterlacing methods versus frame rate has been studied 
in this section. Stennis video sequence which has fine details with a wide range of motion 
speed has been chosen for this objective. 
As the original Stennis video sequence is 60 frames per second (fps), it has been down-
sampled by two to generate a video sequence with 30 fps. It has also been down-sampled 
by four to make its corresponding 15fps video sequence. The average PSNR values of 
Stennis 60fps, Stennis 30fps, and Stennis 15fps for deinterlacing methods listed in Table 
8-5 has been calculated. Figure 8-24 shows these values. Figure 8-25. shows the 
percentage of performance decrease versus frame rate for each deinterlacing method. 
As shown in Figure 8-25, the performance of spatial methods does not change with frame 
rate, which is an expected result. As spatial methods do not use any temporal data for 
deinterlacing, their performance is independent of frame rate. 
The performance of temporal methods drops sharply with frame rate. This result is 
justified by the fact that they only use temporal data for interpolation; time correlation 
between consecutive frames drop by time. 
The performance of hybrid methods is less sensitive to frame rate. However different 
methods have different level of sensitivity. Figure 8-25 shows that the proposed 
deinterlacing method has the minimum performance fluctuation versus frame rate. Thus it 
is more robust than other implemented methods. 
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Performance Fluctuation for Stennis -
Different Frame Rates 
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Figure 8-24 Comparing average PSNR versus frame rate. Average PSNR of each method has been 
calculated for Stennis video sequence on 60fps, 30fps, and 15fps. 
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Percentage of Performance Fluctuation 
• 60fps to 15fps a 60fps to 30fps 
Proposed MA method 
GA-HDTV MA method 
MA method proposed in [46] 
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Figure 8-25 Comparing percentage of performance fluctuation versus frame rate. Percentage of 
PSNR fluctuation has been calculated for Stennis video sequence on 60fps, 30fps, and 15fps 
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8.3.1.3 Evaluation of Proposed Motion Detection 
Figure 8-26 shows a sample motion detection results for each of the test sequences. It 
shows that the proposed motion detection result is accurate. Furthermore, it shows that 
the proposed motion detection method is capable of detecting a wide range of motions; 
from slow motion present in Grandmom video sequence to very fast motion available in 
Stennis and Movi sequences. 
Contribution of the proposed motion detection method in improving the overall 
deinterlacing performance is analyzed in this section. For this purpose, the interpolation 
method proposed in this thesis has been combined with other motion detection methods 
studied in Chapter 5. 
Figure 8-27 shows the average PSNR of proposed interpolation method using 2-field 
motion detection, 3-field motion detection, 4-field motion detection and GA-HDTV 
proposed motion detection method compared with average PSNR using proposed motion 
detection method. Figure 8-28 compares the percentage of performance improvement 
gained using proposed motion detection method over other motion detection methods. 
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(a) Grandmom (b) Mom 
(c) MomDaughter (d) Stennis 
(f) Sflowg (e) Heart 
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(g) Movi (h) Disku 
Figure 8-26 Proposed motion detection results for a single field of each test sequence. 
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Figure 8-27 Comparing average PSNR of proposed interpolation method by different motion 
detection methods. 
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Performance Improvement over other MD 
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Figure 8-28 Percentage of performance improvement achieved by proposed motion detection 
method. 
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8.3.2 Subjective Evaluation Results 
Subjective quality test, for our proposed motion adaptive deinterlacing algorithm, has 
been done according to ITU-R BT.500-11 explained in section 8.2.2. Twenty five 
observers have evaluated deinterlaced video sequences and scored each of them. They 
have been both male and female non-expert observers between ages 15 and 65. 
A single deinterlaced frame of each video sequence is shown in Figure 8-29. The mean 
score of all observers over all test sequences is equal to 4.74 and its 95% confidence 
interval is [4.6662 4.8138] . Figure 8-30 shows the mean score value and 95% 
confidence interval of each video sequence. 
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(a) Grandmom; Original progressive frame (b) Grandmom; Deinterlaced frame 
(c) Mom; Original progressive frame 
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(d) Mom; Deinterlaced frame 
(e) MomDaughter; Original progressive frame (f) MomDaughter; Deinterlaced frame 
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(g) Stennis; Original progressive frame 
(i) Heart; Original progressive frame 
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(k) Sflowg; Original progressive frame 
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(h) Stennis; Deinterlaced frame 
(j) Heart; Deinterlaced frame 
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(1) Sflowg; Deinterlaced frame 
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(m) Movi; Original progressive frame 
(o) Disku; Original progressive frame 
Figure 8-29 Proposed motion adaptive deinterla 
of each deinterlaced test sequence is shown on 
shown on the rigth. 
(n) Movi; Deinterlaced frame 
(p) Disku; Deinterlaced frame 
method results. In part (a) to (p) a single frame 
left while their corresponding original frame is 
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Subjective Quality Test 
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Figure 8-30 Subjective quality test results. 
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8.4 Conclusion 
The experimental setup for objective and subjective evaluation of proposed deinterlacing 
method was explained in this chapter. 
The proposed deinterlacing method was compared with several deinterlacing methods 






In this thesis, we investigated various deinterlacing methods. We briefly surveyed the 
latest developments in deinterlacing methods. Our survey showed that the available 
methods suffer from low picture quality. Some of them have high quality for special type 
of video sequences but their performance deteriorates in some other video sequences. We 
proposed a motion adaptive deinterlacing method which provides high quality 
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deinterlacing results for all tested video sequences. 
The proposed deinterlacing method has a powerful motion detection algorithm which 
determines the motion activity level of the video by a hierarchical structure. The 
proposed motion detection algorithm captures a wide range of motions from slow to fast. 
It uses five consecutive interlaced video fields for motion detection. Utilizing a hierarchal 
structure, the algorithm starts with detecting motion in large partitions of a given field. 
Depending on the detected motion activity level for that partition, the motion detection 
algorithm might recursively be applied to sub-blocks of the original partition. The 
hierarchical structure uses some threshold values for decision making in each stage. The 
default values of these thresholds are found through some error minimization techniques. 
However they might be optimized for a specific application by knowing the type of the 
video in advance. 
Two different low pass filters are used during the motion detection to increase the 
algorithm accuracy. In our default setting the first low pass filter is a two dimensional 
spatial averaging filter and the second low pass filter is a two dimensional spatial median 
filter. In order to improve motion detection accuracy, the motion detection algorithm is 
separately applied to all color components of a video sequence. These results are then 
compared to each other to reach to a unique motion detection result. 
The motion detection result which is a measure of motion activity level in video sequence 
is then transformed to motion possibility value using a non-linear transformation. The 
calculated motion possibility value specifies the possibility of motion for each pixel in a 
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video sequence. Motion possibility value is then used in the proposed motion adaptive 
interpolator. 
The proposed motion adaptive interpolator combines a temporal and a spatial 
interpolation method to estimate missing pixels. The temporal deinterlacing method used 
in our implementation is a vertical temporal median filter. The spatial deinterlacing 
method is a bilinear averaging method. Motion possibility values are used to obtain best 
weighting factor for combining the spatial and temporal results. 
Experimental results prove that proposed deinterlacing algorithm has outperformed other 
available deinterlacing methods. Objective evaluation results showed that the proposed 
deinterlacing method provides higher quality deinterlacing results. It is also more robust 
to frame rate changes. While the performance of other deinterlacing methods drops 
sharply with frame rate the proposed deinterlacing has minimum fluctuation. 
9.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
Deinterlacing is not a straightforward sampling rate up-conversion. Two diverse causes 
raise this problem. One cause is that the frequency response of the retina of an observer 
may change with scene content or with an observer eye tracking an object. The other 
cause is that the TV signals do not fulfill the requirements of sampling theorem. 
One possible future work is the study of how various frequencies due to object motion 
map to the frequencies at the retina either if an observer is tracking an object or not. The 
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result of this study may help to design more effective interpolation filters. 
The fact that TV signals does not obey the Nyquist criterion is a major obstacle for 
deinterlacing. It makes perfect interlacing a theoretically impossible problem. 
Consequently it is always possible to improve the performance of a deinterlacing method 
by adding some more considerations or constraints. 
Improvements to motion compensated methods could be obtained by designing more 
reliable motion estimation methods and utilizing more efficient temporal methods. 
Improvements to motion adaptive methods could be obtain by adding object detection 
algorithms and utilizing object motion information in interpolation step. Adding pattern 
recognition methods and using their results in interpolation steps may improve the overall 
performance as well. In overall, for further improving the performance of motion 
adaptive deinterlacing methods, the effect of adding anti aliasing filters in interpolation 
step, the effect of adding object information, and the effect of adding pattern information 
in interpolation step, could be studied. 
Considering a proper combination of motion adaptive deinterlacing with motion 
compensated deinterlacing may improve the performance as well. For example a motion 
compensated method might be used for temporal deinterlacing and combined with a 
spatial deinterlacing method to obtain an accurate motion adaptive deinterlacing. 
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